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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Expanding Social Network Modeling Software and Agent Models for Diffusion
Processes
In an increasingly digitally interconnected world, the study of social networks and
their dynamics is burgeoning. Anthropologically, the ubiquity of online social net-
works has had striking implications for the condition of large portions of humanity.
This technology has facilitated content creation of virtually all sorts, information
sharing on an unprecedented scale, and connections and communities among people
with similar interests and skills. The first part of my research is a social network evo-
lution and visualization engine. Built on top of existing technologies, my software is
designed to provide abstractions from the underlying libraries, drive real-time network
evolution based on user-defined parameters, and optionally visualize that evolution
at each step of the process. My software provides a low maintenance interface for
the creation of networks and update schemes for a wide array of experimental con-
texts, an engine to drive network evolution, and a visualization platform to provide
real-time feedback about different aspects of the network to the researcher, as well as
fine-grained debugging tools. We conducted investigations into the opinion dynamics
of networks when multiple agent “archetypes” interact together with this platform.
We modeled agents’ archetypes with respect to two attributes: their preference over
their friends’ opinion profiles, and their tendency to change their opinion over time.
We extended the current state of agent modeling in opinion diffusion by providing
a unified 2D trajectory/preference space for agents that incorporates most common
models in the literature. We investigated six agent archetypes from this space, and
examined the behavior of the network as a whole and the individual agents in a
variety of contexts. In another branch of work using our software, we developed a
network of agents who must carry out both economic and social activities during a
pandemic. Agents’ decisions about what actions to take (self-protective measures like
masking, social distancing, or waiting to run errands) are based on several factors,
including perception of risk (obtained from news reports, social connections, etc.)
and economic need. We show with preliminary testing that this platform is able to
execute standard pandemic models successfully with the incorporation of the eco-
nomic and social dimensions, and that this paradigm may provide useful insight into
effective agent-level response policies that can be used in concert with other top-down
approaches that comprise most of the recent pandemic response research. We have
investigated the implications of varying behavior profiles within a network of agents,
and how those behavioral compositions affect the overall climate of the network in
return, and this software will continue to facilitate similar research into the future.
KEYWORDS: multi-agent systems, opinion diffusion, epidemiology, emergent be-
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The study of the dynamics of social networks in a variety of contexts has now cap-
tured the interest of researchers for decades, and as the world becomes ever more
interconnected, the need for this study increases as well. Research of this nature
can provide insights into organizational efficiency, the spread of phenomena such as
diseases and cultural trends, and the evolution of opinions over time among a group
of people. The latter, especially, has become the focus of an increasing amount of
attention from many disciplines in recent years with the rise and rapid development
of the Internet, and more specifically, online social networks such as Facebook and
Twitter. This work focuses on my development of a software package for diffusion
phenomena, an investigation into opinion diffusion when agents have heterogeneous
goals and preferences, and finally the extension of the software into the realm of
epidemiological modeling.
I have made two major contributions in my time working on these projects. First,
I have developed a new software package that a) is able to simulate a wide variety of
opinion diffusion contexts, b) allows for the easy incorporation of varying agent mod-
els in the same simulation, c) supports detailed control over topological dynamism,
d) incorporates public/private knowledge that can be hidden or revealed by agents on
a per-neighbor basis, e) supports basic reinforcement learning functionality, f) pro-
vides a utility to guide the user through experiment setup and facilitate fine-grained
debugging during a simulation, and g) supports real-time animation of the network
and metrics associated with it. To our knowledge, no currently available software
supports all of these features together in a streamlined package. There is ample room
to integrate other packages into our framework to help not only with efficiency, but
also with cross-compatibility, as we have already focused on with NetworkX.
My second major contribution is investigating otherwise unexplored agent mod-
els that inhabit the same implicit behavioral space as those mostly studied in the
broader opinion diffusion literature. In opinion diffusion research, agents must have
three things at minimum: connections to other agents, a personal opinion, and a
rule governing how they update their opinion relative in some way to the opinions
of one or more of their neighbors. Most agents in this literature tend to conform
to the opinions around them, based on the psychological idea of homophily, or the
preference toward similarity with others. This framing encompasses two ideas: what
sorts of opinion agents prefer among their neighbors, and how agents’ opinions change
relative to them. Most often modifications to this general pattern come in the form of
different aggregation rules determining how an agent combines external information
to determine its opinion at the next step. Studies that have explored the implications
of having agents that either do not strictly prefer similarity in their neighbors or do
not move toward the majority opinion are generally interested in finding out how a
single new agent model interacts with the canonical agent type in the aggregate. This
often comes in the form of stubborn agents, who do not change their opinions at all.
It is also seen in the idea of contrarian agents, who either adopt a minority opinion
1
or actively oppose one or more specific opinion positions. With our software we im-
plemented an agent modeling platform that allows full exploration of what we call
homophily/conformity space — that is, the space spanned by the axes of preference
and opinion trajectory relative to the majority — most areas of which have not been
addressed in the literature at all that we know of. This exploration includes agents
of the classical homophilic type that always prefers similarity to dissimilarity and the
much rarer heterophilic type that always prefers dissimilarity. We also include agents
that prefer the number of opinions their neighbors agree and disagree with them on to
be equal, an agent paradigm not yet present in the literature at all to our knowledge.
In terms of opinion trajectory, our framework allows agents to move either towards
or away from the majority opinion, possibly subject to a threshold percentage in the
case of a strict majority, or parameters can be set such that the opinions of agents of
a certain type do not change at all. Our investigations have laid the groundwork for
mapping this space that is so commonly visited in opinion diffusion experiments, and
are the first in an ongoing series of projects to fill out our knowledge of this space
fully. Our investigations uncovered: mechanisms by which both ossified consensus as
well as perpetual indecision can be stemmed, the innate ability of agents to pursue
personal reward in networks of agents with potentially different goals and preferences,
and some topological patterns that arise in such networks.
Initially our research interest was in strategic belief revelation — in other words,
opinion diffusion processes (ODPs) in which agents have either public or private opin-
ions, and can choose to reveal or hide them at any time in order to pursue their own
goals. This is a relatively sparsely studied corner of ODP theory, and our intention
was to leverage reinforcement learning in such an environment. Currently, there are
to the best of our knowledge only a few software packages designed for ODPs, and
none that address strategic revelation at all. It appears that most opinion diffusion
software has either been custom-built for the specific research with which it is asso-
ciated and is thus single-purpose, or provides access to a menu of standard models
while leaving many additional details governing the network’s evolution “under the
hood.” This imposes a steep learning curve on researchers wanting to use the un-
derlying mechanics of the software while not being strictly bound by the canonical
implementation of different ODP models. This complication is addressed in more
detail in Chapter 2.
Similarly to those pieces of research mentioned above, we began by building a
software package designed specifically to handle the features of our use case: agents
with different behavioral profiles, the ability for each agent to decide whether or not
to reveal its true opinions on a neighbor-by-neighbor basis, easily modifiable mechan-
ics mirroring typical ODPs, and a transparent mechanism for inducing topological
dynamism into the network. In some ways this adds to the complexity of the pack-
age, but our design goal from the beginning has been to keep all moving parts of
the software modular and extensible enough that there is little cognitive burden in
customizing the package’s functionality to a broad array of needs.
A major contribution of this approach is that it automatically subsumes a vast
array of well-known ODP frameworks without having to hard-code them into the
project or worry about changing concretely defined implementations of these frame-
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works. As a simple example, our software takes a parameter describing the level of
dissatisfaction a node must have with its neighbor before it will consider severing that
connection, and one that defines the probability that an edge will be destroyed given
that the threshold is met. There is also a parameter describing the probability that
a candidate edge will be created. Setting both of these probabilities to 0 (which is
the case by default) will produce a static network, and changing those probabilities
induces a dynamic topology on the network that can further be tailored to the user’s
desired specifics. To our knowledge, the only other software supporting networks with
dynamic topologies has entirely separate classes for static and dynamic networks, and
the mechanism used to create and destroy edges is not readily manipulable. On one
hand, this approach is useful in that it keeps models with different mechanics sepa-
rate from each other, which can enhance clarity of implementation; on the other, it
detracts from the user’s ability to work fluidly within the confines of those predefined
models. There are mechanisms in at least two of these software packages for creating
custom models, but as yet they appear to impose a higher cognitive burden than we
desire, and do not account for heterogeneous agent types thoroughly.
Using this software, we began running classic ODP simulations with three agent
types defined on our built-in homophily and conformity dimensions: the classical
homophilic and conforming agent model, an agent model that was both heterophilic
and moves away from any majority opinion in its neighborhood, and finally an agent
that conforms to the majority in its neighborhood but prefers an even mix of agree-
ment and disagreement between its neighbors’ opinions and its own. We observed
fundamentally different patterns of behavior emerge in networks made up of multi-
ple agent types than we did in uniform networks. As will be seen in Chapter 3, for
instance, there are cases in which one agent type will, through the self-organization
of the network, begin to act as a go-between for two other types who separate from
one another of their own volition over time. Further, if one or both other agent types
begin to separate from the go-between type, then the network can cleave apart into
its constituent types. Emergent behaviors such as these raise serious questions about
the real-world implications of competing motivations within an opinion space, which
led to our next major ongoing body of work.
Given the behaviors we saw in earlier experimentation, our next focus was to de-
velop a much more highly-textured picture of characteristic behavior of agents within
homophily/conformity space. The notions of homophily and conformity can each be
thought to represent an axis of a 2D space. Agents at one end of the homophily axis
prefer their neighbors to have opinions that are more similar to their own over those
that are less, and on the opposite end of the axis the reverse is true. Of course in the
real world, people can fall somewhere in between the two poles of this axis. Along the
conformity axis, agents on one end tend to move toward their neighbors in opinion
space and agents on the other tend to move away, or rebel. In the center of this
axis are agents that make many appearances in the relevant research called stubborn
agents — that is, those who will not change their position in opinion space regardless
of their neighbors’ opinions. We can think of the regions between the midpoint and
the poles of this axis as varying levels of resistance to change. In general, agent types
appearing in ODP research fall into just one or two areas of this space.
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Notably, typical ODP agents are both homophilic and conforming; i.e., they prefer
neighbors with similar opinions, and they become more like their neighbors over time.
It is necessary to mention one main exception to this rule, which is an approach to
ODPs largely adopted in the physics literature often referred to as a gravitational
model, that acts as a simultaneously attractive and repulsive mechanism. In such
a model, agents generally have continuous as opposed to discrete opinions, and an
agent’s opinion will move closer to another opinion that is already close to its own, or
it will actively move farther away from an opinion that is already farther from its own.
This functionality has common traits with another style of model called the bounded
confidence (BC) model, in which agents will only move closer to opinions that are
sufficiently close to their own, and will remain unaffected by dissenting opinions. BC
models especially, but also gravitational models, are not uncommon in the literature,
but we do not follow their prescriptions with our own work. Our network does support
diffusion processes on continuous attribute spaces, though, and so the implementation
of BC models is a simple addition.
With our software platform, we implemented six different agent types: four that
fall at the corners of homophily/conformity space, and two that straddle the midpoint
of the homophily axis; that is, they prefer for 50% of the opinions of agents in their
neighborhood to agree with their own, and the other 50% to disagree. One of these
remaining two conforms to the majority opinion in its neighborhood over time, and
the other rebels against it, putting them on opposite sides of the conformity axis. We
carried out standard opinion diffusion experiments with networks made up exclusively
of a single agent type, as well as networks with all possible pairwise combinations
of the six types, evenly split between the two. This is an ongoing project with
the intention of developing the landscape of our knowledge with respect to different
agent models in ODPs, and particularly the synergistic or competetive effects different
combinations of agent types have on one another.
In these experiments, we established a few basic facts about homophily/conformity
space and those who inhabit it. First, the conformity dimension appears to be the
major deciding factor of long-term opinion outcomes, as all conforming agents (even in
combination) dependably produced a stable opinion consensus under all conditions,
and rebelling agents always began oscillating between two opposite opinion poles,
regardless of reward function. Further, we discovered that once agent types are
mixed, some of these ossifying effects can be disrupted and even eliminated altogether
in many cases. Conversely, we were also able to disrupt the characteristic oscillating
behavior of rebelling agents in many cases, and bring them to a less tumultuous
trajectory through opinion space. Intuitively, there are real-world scenarios in which
both of these effects would be useful to understand better.
In addition to our investigation of opinion space under different agent type dis-
tributions, we monitored several other metrics: network density, degree centrality,
betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, clustering coefficient, and reward, where
the latter is defined with respect to the homophily axis. Through these investigations
we were able to determine some broad patterns exhibited by agents of different types,
both in a vacuum and with different others. Homophilic and conforming agents —
those who prefer similarity and become like their neighbors — almost invariably form
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a solid and unwavering opinion consensus among themselves, even when in a network
including agents of other types. Their opinion mobility constantly moves the agent
toward a point in opinion space that would maximize its reward function, and so
these agents also tend to be the most self-satisfied. That is to be expected, but also
interesting was the fact that agents who prefer similarity but move away from their
neighbors’ opinions perform roughly the same. In general, despite having completely
opposite opinion trajectories inducing different interactive behavior with neighbors,
the fact that these agents have the same reward function appears to have a significant
effect on their outcomes on a number of metrics.
The agent type that conforms to its surroundings but prefers dissimilarity, by
contrast, appears to be largely at the whim of its neighbors in most respects. That
is, average opinions across agents of this type over time vary widely depending on
the type of agent they are paired with. When in the same space as other conforming
agents (regardless of their reward function), these agents fell into a stable opinion
consensus; otherwise, they could be variable but approaching consensus, or they could
end up in a position where roughly 50% of the agents hold each position — evenly
split opinion “camps,” roughly speaking. The two agent types with reward functions
maximized at 50% agreement with their neighbors seemed similarly dependent on
their neighbors, and were most dependable in producing and maintaining an evenly
divided opinion space over time. Generally speaking, agents tended to do better
over time when they fell in a corner of homophily/conformity space, even more so
when their opinion mobility led them in a direction that would maximize their reward
function.
As mentioned above, our software began as a tool to facilitate strategic belief
revelation, and expanded into more general agent-based opinion diffusion functional-
ity over time and as our research warranted it. Given recent events, our research
attention turned towards pandemic simulation. This new focus prompted us to
expand the program even further, incorporating common features found in com-
putational epidemiology. Simulated ODPs and epidemics often use fundamentally
different transmission mechanisms — ODPs’ update mechanism is usually a func-
tion taking the opinions in an agent’s neighborhood as input and producing a new
opinion for that agent based in some way on them. Epidemic simulations are gen-
erally modeled as a system of differential equations determining the relative expan-
sion or contraction of different subpopulations (infected agents, susceptible agents,
etc.), or in an agent-based way in which transmission of the disease is strictly depen-
dent upon pairwise interactions between individual agents. In response to this, we
implemented the functionality necessary for the most common epidemic models in
the literature: Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR), Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-
Recovered (SEIR), Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS), and Susceptible-Exposed-
Infected-Susceptible (SEIS). These models dominate much of the research landscape,
and broadly represent epidemics in which agents begin in the Susceptible state, move
to either the Exposed or the Infected state with some probability upon contact with
another agent that is already in one of those states, and then move either to the Re-
covered state or back to the Susceptible state after some time, depending on whether
or not the infection being modeled is presumed to be contractible multiple times.
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In the recent literature on pandemic intervention policies, most attention has been
paid to the role played by a central controller – a government or other regulatory body,
etc. — in fighting the spread of the disease. These works often include a menu of
options for the controller such as lockdowns of varying degrees and lengths of time,
or the imposition of self-protective behaviors for the agents such as wearing masks
and social distancing. The problem with this approach is addressed in many papers
utilizing it: the issue of noncompliance among the population. This research will often
even incorporate some level of assumed noncompliance explicitly in their modeling.
The underlying phenomenon in this assumption is that top-down control strategies
are often difficult to implement successfully in a human population to begin with.
Further, many such policies have farther reaching effects than just on the disease
itself, but also the economy and social environment. As with virtually anything,
intervention response policies face a trade-off: more public health security in return
for economic or social damage. Balancing the two is the key to a well-executed
pandemic intervention.
Because of this, we have decided to take on pandemic response research from the
perspective of the individual agent, working in an environment where it has economic
and social needs that must be met by interacting with the environment, but that same
interaction is the very mechanism by which the pandemic spreads. We developed new
custom pieces to our software to provide for this work, including demand functions
that determine agents’ level of desperation of need in one of several economic and
social categories, new reward functions tied to the agent’s health state as well as their
level of economic and social satisfaction, and mechanisms for self-protection so that
agents can voluntarily reduce their risk of becoming infected (at a small cost). We
are currently working toward using this platform to develop intelligent, agent-level
response policies that alleviate the need for a costly central controller, putting more
of the responsibility in local hands.
Much research has been done investigating the details, implications, and moti-
vations of centralized response policies, but very little focuses on policies from the
agents’ point of view. Our preliminary tests show two things: first, that our plat-
form appears to handle pandemic simulations well and responds in predictable ways
to common sense hand-crafted agent policies, and second, that there may indeed
be value in exploring the agent-centric perspective of pandemic response behavior.
Specifically, our preliminary tests showed a significantly better long-term reward ac-
cumulation for agents that were more cautious in their behavior than those who
were not, and this better performance came at only a small social and economic to
the agents themselves. We will be developing this platform further to incorporate
multi-agent reinforcement learning and develop learned response policies to investi-
gate their characteristics, their justifications, and their sensitivity to incentives. The
latter, especially, could inform us how to better design systems that will allow people
to pursue personal goals in a way that is simultaneously an advantageous pandemic
response that can be used in tandem with other centrally determined policies.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 5 provides
a list of definitions for technical terms and acronyms used throughout the work.
Chapter 2 is a detailed description of the main distribution of our software, including
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specifications for all modeling choices and a description of its various capabilities.
Chapter 3 details our most extensive body of work using this software suite, and
focuses on our investigation of networks with agents from different categories, each
of which has its own characteristic motivations and proclivities. Chapter 4 describes
our newest modeling efforts, focusing on extending the software to make a suitable
environment for reinforcement learning experiments in a simulation of a pandemic
over economically motivated agents. Chapter 5 summarizes our work.
Copyright© Patrick Vaden Shepherd, 2021.
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Chapter 2 Social Network Evolution Engine Software
This chapter presents our software suite for social network evolution. This software
is designed to be a general support framework for diffusion processes, and currently
encompasses opinion diffusion and epidemics directly. The program is outfitted to
support a wide range of common experimental factors including different condition
update rules and weighting or correlation schemes associated with the process. The
software provides facilities specifically for agent modeling, allowing the automatic
definition of agent types from the dominant characteristic space for opinion diffusion
agents, as well as a flexible animation tool to provide real-time feedback for proto-
typing or other purposes. Here we describe in detail the features provided by the
current distribution of our software.
2.1 Introduction
My investigations into social network phenomena have included the development of a
custom software package that serves as a social network evolution engine, providing
mechanisms for updating the internal conditions of nodes at each step, and allowing
for topological dynamism [67, 66, 65]. This software grew out of a need to a) imple-
ment more detailed diffusion experiments than current software packages allow for by
default, b) to allow for real-time visualization of smaller-scale projects to enhance the
user’s ability to monitor trends over time, and c) to provide an extensible framework
that integrates commonly-used packages while providing new functionality and useful
abstractions for existing mechanics.
One of our major points of inquiry is how an opinion diffusion process plays out
when agents in the network have different behavioral profiles. The currently available
literature looking at different behavioral classes of agents has begun to ask these sorts
of questions, but as yet only a select few specific cases have been explored. We also
wanted to develop a framework that would allow for the easy incorporation of varying
behavioral and reward models for the agents in the network. As of right now, our
software has ready-to-use functionality allowing users to model opinion agents in any
position along two major axes, and an even more general implementation is the focus
of ongoing effort. Finally, we wanted our system to be able to handle the mechanics
of dynamic network topologies while providing the user clear and textured control
over the way in which connections across the network evolve.
This chapter provides a description of the software and its capabilities, and is
organized as follows. Section 2.3 describes the fundamental social network model and
its attributes. Section 2.4 introduces the additional built in features and attributes
specific to our model. Section 2.5 details the evolution engine components both for
agents’ internal condition updates and for topological evolution. Section 2.7 describes
the animation component of the software and its capabilities. Section 2.8 describes the
command line interface and debugging mechanism we have built in to the software.
Section 2.9 provides a brief introduction to using the software in different contexts.
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2.2 Related Work
While there are many social network modeling packages available, none have all of
the functionality of our system, introduced in this chapter. Specifically, our platform
expands on typical diffusion software capabilities by allowing for the modeling of
agents with diverse preferences and motivations easily and compactly, supporting
selective revelation of opinions or other conditions on a neighbor-by-neighbor basis,
and providing debugging and animation tools powerful enough to provide additional
insights into the processes in question.
The network diffusion simulation software most similar to our own is NDLib [62].
The software is designed to provide facilities specifically for epidemics and opinion
spread, but can be applied to virtually any diffusive process with some modification,
much like our own. NDLib provides built-in facilities for most common epidemic
and opinion diffusion models. Our own software supports most of the same mod-
els as NDLib, and those that are missing will be incorporated over time. While
NDLib is a useful library, it does not provide all the functionality of our own. First,
NDLib introduces a higher learning curve with respect to developing new agent de-
signs. This design allows users to define “compartments,” effectively allowing for the
definition of an arbitrary series of boolean conditions that, if they all evaluate to
True for a particular node, will trigger an attendant state change. Our software also
supports similar functionality, but with the additional benefit of multiple oft-used
characteristic dimensions of agent behavior that can be leveraged immediately with
no additional user effort. Second, the NDLib package has no native mechanics to sup-
port either strategic opinion revelation or a public/private opinion dichotomy, nor for
representing correlations between diffusion dimensions. Third, NDLib provides an
interface language allowing non-technical users to carry out simulations as well; our
program expands on this notion by also providing detailed reporting tools that can
be called upon throughout simulations to view the agent- or network-level trends as
they emerge during a simulation. Finally, NDLib does offer the ability to carry out
simulations on dynamic networks, but this functionality is limited and random, thus
obscuring a vital part of the definition of a network’s dynamism from the user.
Stadtfeld’s R package NetSim [68] is a simulation software largely focused on topo-
logical social network simulations, but also provides facilities for network simulations
involving arbitrary attribute revisions over time.1 The software includes: different
time models (continuous or discrete time, round-based time scales, etc.); behavior
models, which can be applied to all agents in the network or just subsets of them;
and models to change the state of the network with each update. This software
is extremely flexible, but is also very general, leaving a great deal of the modeling
responsibility in the hands of the user. However, our package features a pre-built
architecture for opinion diffusion processes in arbitrary dimensions, agent types that
conform to most current simulation needs, and aggregation procedures. We also pro-
1This software allows for arbitrary attributes to be associated with individual nodes (e.g., gender,
height, opinion, etc.) Users may also program their own network change mechanism, by which agents
update their attribute values based on a user-defined rule. On the other hand, there is no built-in
functionality to, e.g., embed nodes in an opinion space.
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vide functionality for the adaptation of our environment to reinforcement learning
applications.
Ryczko et al. [63] developed Hashkat, a large-scale network evolution simulator.
The software is mainly meant to simulate the growth over time of a social network by
allowing for the definition of the rates at which certain events happen. The software
models information propagation, but does not include facilities for updating agents’
positions within any attribute space. However, it does include the ability to create
different agent types with respect to features such as the ratio of in- to out-degree,
overall connectivity, and overall proportional representation within the network.
Other software packages abound that perform some network simulation capabili-
ties, such as the R package iGraph [21], Gephi [10] and GraphViz [28] for visualization
purposes, and the Python package Nepidemix,2 built on top of NetworkX, for simu-
lating the spread of an epidemic. Chuan et al. [20] have also developed a platform
for conducting phenomenon diffusion experiments on large networks.
While all of these packages are useful, they each have their limits. Most packages
and programs are meant for a more specific purpose than our own such as network
visualization, and those that do support full network evolution lack useful pieces that
could broaden their range of application. Our software provides: a built-in agent
modeling platform that allows for the instant definition of agent behavior profiles
falling along two characteristic axes; an extensible framework allowing for the inclu-
sion of more elaborate behavior profiles; fine-grained mechanisms to control a net-
work’s topological dynamism; animation functionality that can display the network
and associated metrics in real time during simulations; and a CLI and debugger that
guide the user through network construction and configuration, run simulations, and
provide detailed user-specified information at any simulation step desired. Beginning
in the next section we describe the mechanics supported by our software in detail.
2.3 Basic Network Class Structure
At its most fundamental level, the software is meant to simulate social networks over
time, giving users access to a wide range of information along the way in order to
investigate network phenomena at various levels of granularity. We utilize the well-
known package NetworkX [57] to support this aspect. The construction of a network
comes down to defining a set of properties and providing them to the class constructor,
which automatically develops a new network to suit the user’s parameters. Table 2.1
describes the input parameters needed for network generation.
First the number of nodes and topology must be defined. The former is simply
a non-negative integer, and the latter is a string representing either a stochastic
network generation algorithm or a standard graph structure. Currently supported
options are complete, star, cycle, scale free [9], small world [75], and random graphs
[29]. Other parameters specific to any of these methods can also be defined, e.g., the
rewiring probability required by ‘small world’ graph generation. When not provided,
the system uses whatever defaults are given by NetworkX.
2http://nepidemix.irmacs.sfu.ca/
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Parameter Name Data Type Value
n integer number of nodes
topology string network generation algorithm or prescribed topology
saturation float average node connectivity
dimensions integer number of attributes subject to diffusion
directed boolean whether or not edges are directed
symmetric boolean whether or not edges are symmetric
weight float/string parameter for edge weight initialization
Table 2.1: Network Generation Parameters
The saturation parameter may be used differently depending on the generation
scheme chosen; in general, it is used to define the average node degree across the
network, and should always be a float between 0 and 1 inclusive. The value of the
parameter is the percentage of other nodes in the network to which each node is
connected. For example, with saturation = 0.05 in a network with 100 nodes, the
average node degree would be 5.
Since this platform is designed with diffusion processes in mind, the number of
diffusion dimensions must be specified — that is, the number of separate phenom-
ena propagating through the network at one time. This functionality can be used
to simulate opinions on multiple topics or health conditions with respect to multi-
ple ailments diffusing through the network simultaneously. In agent-based diffusion
models, nodes’ internal conditions are typically updated over time with respect to
their neighbors’, although this is not necessarily the case, e.g., in epidemic mod-
els where a disease condition is typically transmitted by dyadic interaction between
agents. The diffusion dimensions are represented as a matrix housing the contents of
these conditions, with one vector (row) per agent. By default, diffusion dimensions
are binary and can take on values of 1 and -1. However, many models also consider
diffusion variables that are not necessarily binary or even discrete. Our software al-
lows diffusion dimension values to be initialized in one of three ways: uniformly at
random from the default binary choices, uniformly at random from a user-defined set
of choices, or drawn from a Gaussian distribution in the closed range [0, 1] with a
specified mean µ and standard deviation σ. Possible random values are restricted to
the range [µ− 3σ, µ+ 3σ].
The network must be defined as either directed or undirected to facilitate the
dynamics of the diffusion process, and our class provides a layer above NetworkX’s
standard directed and undirected graphs. Finally, networks must be defined as sym-
metric or not. By default, networks are assumed to be symmetric, and that the
edge weight going from u to v always equals that going from v to u. However, this
assumption can be relaxed to reflect different connection strengths between nodes
depending on the direction the edge is being travelled. For instance, the opinion of
a child would have much less influence on its parent’s than the opinion of the parent
would on the child’s. If no weight is specified, all edge weights are set to 1. The user
is able to initialize edge weights either to a single constant value or to values drawn at
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Parameter Name Data Type Value
friend float probability of the addition of a
candidate potential edge
unfriend float probability of the removal of a candidate edge
unf threshold float the connection value below which an agent will
consider severing the edge
upd prob float probability of updating personal state under
adequate conditions
resistance float threshold value for attribute updates
visibility string method to initialize attribute masks
Table 2.2: Diffusion Process Parameters
random from a distribution in the closed range [0, 1]. These raw weights are stored in
one matrix, and accompanied by normalized counterparts in another. Edge weights
typically represent some aspect of the strength of a connection between two agents,
and so it is often useful to consider a neighbor’s strength of connection to an agent
in terms of its weight relative to all other connections received by that agent. These
normalized weights can be used in state updates, as described below in Section 2.5.
2.4 Default Network Attributes
The main purpose of the software is to act as a network evolution engine with respect
to an arbitrary diffusion process. There are two main ways this evolution can be
categorized: topological, and with respect to the landscape of the diffusion space.
Table 2.2 details parameters relevant to this functionality.
For topological evolution, we provide mechanisms for adding and removing edges.
The software automatically updates the appropriate attributes according to the sym-
metry and directedness defined for the network, and updates relevant raw and nor-
malized edge weights. The connect() and disconnect() functions can be used manually
if needed, but are provided as actions that can be executed by the agents themselves
under appropriate circumstances. These actions can be deterministic or probabilistic.
The first two parameters in Table 2.2, friend and unfriend, relate to these functions.
Each is a probability — one associated with the creation of new edges, the other with
the deletion of existing ones. In other words, when a new candidate edge is selected
for inclusion in the graph, it is added with probability friend, and when an agent
decides it wishes to sever a connection, the edge is destroyed with probability un-
friend. These mechanisms can be further refined with consideration for local network
structure, etc.
A vast amount of social network research examines static networks, but clearly
the connections within such networks evolve over time. The choice of a mechanism
to emulate real-world establishment of new connections has many implications for
the results of research of this sort. Generally, though, any such mechanism will have
events that prompt new edge creation; the friend parameter controls the probability
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that an edge will be created when one of these events happens. The unfriend param-
eter functions similarly. That is, whenever the opportunity arises for an edge to be
deleted from the network, the probability that the edge will actually be deleted is de-
pendent on this parameter. Setting these values to 0 will cause no edges to be created
or deleted, and setting them to 1 will ensure that all possible creations and deletions
occur. The unf thresh parameter controls how dissatisfied an agent must be with a
connection to another in order to consider severing it. The notion of “satisfaction”
can be defined as needed, and we will address it more thoroughly below. Setting this
parameter to 0 will also have the effect of precluding any deletion of edges.
The other evolution in these networks is of the attribute space within which the
phenomenon propagation takes place. In this research, agents each have a personal
feature vector, the values within which will be updated over time under certain con-
ditions. The upd prob parameter is the probability that an agent will update one
or more values in its vector in such a case. For instance, in an opinion diffusion
environment, this would be the probability that an agent will flip its opinion as long
as enough of its neighbors disagree with it. Setting this parameter to 1 causes all
updates to occur definitely.
It is sometimes useful to consider networks in which some agents are more resistant
to personal updates than others. The parameter resistance can be either a single
float between 0 and 1, in which case that value will be attributed to all nodes, or
a dictionary assigning different resistance values to different agent types, discussed
in more detail in Section 2.6. Resistance values are stored in a vector ρ, where
∀0 ≤ i < n : 0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1. A significant amount of work has been done examining
the effects of so-called ‘stubborn’ agents on processes such as opinion diffusion and
voting [15, 27, 37, 44, 54, 56, 72, 79, 80]. Setting this parameter equal to 1 for an
agent has the effect of making that agent stubborn. A similar effect can be achieved
by setting the parameter upd prob to 0, although this would cause all agents never to
update their conditions (which may be desirable in experiments looking exclusively
at self-sorting [64]).
A segment of research — particularly opinion diffusion research — focuses on
environments in which agents’ private conditions are not necessarily known publicly
[25, 39, 77]. We have included a masking vector in our class that indicates which
agents’ states are visible and to whom. The visibility parameter determines how
these masks are initialized. At present, networks can be initialized such that all or
none of the agents’ private conditions are visible to their neighbors, or the visibility
can be initialized on or off uniformly at random. Figure 2.1 describes some aspects
of how these masks function. Whereas some work in this area regards opinions as
entirely public or entirely private, our software allows each agent to hide or reveal
individual opinions to specific neighbors. The specific nature of how the masks inter-
act with the rest of the process is a design decision left to the researcher; the default
implementation is described in the next section.
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of opinion mask features.
2.5 Default Network Behaviors
Our network model is based on evolution, topological and otherwise. The mechanisms
that drive this evolution will depend entirely on the experimental application to which
they are put, but some patterns are overwhelmingly common in the literature and so
have been built in to the system for immediate use.
There are several components that comprise any phenomenon propagation pro-
cess, but one stands out as paramount: the update mechanism. In general, at each
time step in such a process, agents will observe the conditions of their neighbors and
aggregate those together to determine their own next personal condition.
Each agent’s personal condition is described in the software by a feature vector
of the same dimensionality as the diffusion space, which for convenience we will call
k. We refer to the feature vector of agent i as xi, and agent i’s current condition in
dimension k as xik. Further, let X be the n × k matrix made up of all row vectors
xi, where n = |V |. By default, these vectors can be initialized with values according
to the conditions described in Section 2.3 — that is, with binary values, uniformly
random values, or Gaussian-distributed values with a specified mean and standard
deviation.
Agent feature vectors are updated over time according to predefined rules. While
update rules may differ from context to context, they almost always involve taking
stock of neighbors’ personal conditions. In Section 2.4, we described masking — that
is, the ability of agent i to reveal or hide the true value of any xik to any of its
neighbors. We provide an n × n × k matrix M to facilitate this. M is built such
that each layer Mi is an n × k matrix describing what i knows about its neighbors’
conditions. Each row mij ∈ Mi shows what i knows about j’s feature vector, and
element mijk ∈mij is i’s perception of j’s feature value in dimension k. In particular,
if (j, i) /∈ E, then mij = 0k; otherwise, mijk = xjk if j has revealed its value in
dimension k to i, and 0 if not. This is not a snapshot representation of j’s opinion
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to i; once the opinion is revealed, its accurate value is always visible to i as long as
the two are connected by an edge.
In addition to the features themselves as well as the masks, other components feed
the feature update process: inter-agent influence, and inter-dimensional correlation.
As is not uncommon in social network modeling, we allow edge weights in our net-
works to signify some notion of connection strength, flow, or influence. These weights
are stored in a matrix W, such that wij ∈ W is the weight from i to j. Unless the
graph is undirected or symmetric, there is no requirement that ∀i, j ∈ V : wij = wji.
The values stored in W must all fall in the range [0,1], and ∀i ∈ V : wii = 1 unless
otherwise specified. These weights are wholly independent of each other. Alongside
this matrix, we also store its normalized version W, which represents the proportional
contribution of each neighbor of i to i’s summed incoming weights, where wji is the
normalized weight from j to i. Let si = wii+
∑
j∈N(i)wji be the summed weight of all





for all agents i.
Finally, various works consider environments in which some feature dimensions
are correlated with others, e.g., [33]. This is implemented with a k × k correlation
matrix C, set up such that the sum of each row
∑
Ci = 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ k. For example






would impose a dynamic on the network whereby the first-dimension value of the
aggregate feature vector at time t + 1 depends 90% on its own value at time t and
10% on the value in the second dimension’s value at time t. The second-dimension
value at time t+ 1 depends only on its value at time t.
With these pieces in hand, we define how feature vector updates are carried out by
default. As mentioned above, feature vector updates involve aggregating the feature
vectors of one’s neighbors, and then using that aggregate to update one’s own vector.
Let X(t) and xi(t) represent the diffusion space matrix and the personal feature vector
of agent i at time t, respectively. The manner in which the aggregate neighborhood
feature vector of an agent translates into a new personal feature vector depends
on other network parameters, such as whether features are binary, continuous, or
otherwise. However, the aggregate vector itself is always calculated with the same





In other words, the aggregate opinion of agent i at time t is the average of its
neighbors’ known opinions, weighted proportionally by their contribution to i’s over-
all incoming influence, dependent on the strength with which values in one dimension
influence values in another. This aggregate vector must be calculated for each agent
individually under the assumption that the information available to each agent dif-
fers. The calculation simplifies somewhat when the assumption is instead that agents
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broadcast their conditions, and all other agent’s view of it is identical. In such a case,




where M(t) is the matrix storing publicly visible agent conditions at time t. These
equations are helpful because, when certain pieces are not needed, they simplify down
significantly. For example, when C is the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions,
value updates are done such that all dimensions are independent of each other — a
condition found in the literature far more often than not. Also, if all edges have equal
weights, then the equation reduces to calculating a simple arithmetic average in each
dimension, which is also commonplace in opinion diffusion.
In addition to the evolution engine for the diffusion space of the model, we provide
some facilities to drive topological evolution as well — that is, schemes by which
edges on the network are created and destroyed. In our work, the decision to create
or destroy an edge is generally left to the agents. Agents already have access to
their own neighbor lists at all points in time, so the decision to destroy the edge to
a particular neighbor will be based on what the agent is implemented to value in a
connection, more details about which are provided in the next section. Agents do
not, however, typically have a great deal of control over their choices for candidate
new neighbors. Our software includes functions to collect a list of potential neighbors
for a specific agent. These functions can be used to gather up to a user-specified
number of random candidate neighbors not already connected to the agent, or to
gather all nodes that are exactly two links away from the one in question (‘friends
of friends’). Ultimately, the decisions about whether to accept these neighbors can
be left in the hands of the agents themselves, or made deterministic by setting the
friending probability to 1 (so that all candidate friends are accepted), or 0 (so that
no new friend connections get made) (see Section 2.4).
2.6 Agent Types
Until now, we have described the general software features that will be useful in
a great deal of experimental contexts, and many features that are necessary in all
research of this sort. However, we have mentioned that many aspects of network
evolution are driven by the agents themselves, and the specifics of that assertion lie
in the details of the agent design. Agents can be implemented to exhibit all sorts of
preferences and behaviors that will guide the aggregate direction of the network. Here
we introduce our software’s built-in agent modeling framework, and then discuss how
extensions may be implemented to expand on or replace existing behavior paradigms.
The majority of agents in opinion diffusion literature have two main characteris-
tics: they like to be around agents that are similar to themselves more than they like
to be around those who are different, and they tend to become more like their neigh-
bors over time. The first characteristic is homophily, and the second is conformity.
While this particular pair of characteristics is most common in the literature, others
have explored variations. In some instances, agents will be included who prefer inter-
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actions with those who are different to ones with those who are similar — heterophilic
agents — and other works examine agents that move away from the majority opin-
ion actively — contrarians. It is clear that these variations draw the beginnings of
an outline for the space that many agent models come from, defined by relation to
homophily on one axis and relation to conformity on the other.3 This is the basis of
our agent modeling framework.
We have introduced two axes along which agents can vary homophily and confor-
mity. Figure 2.2 illustrates these two axes. The default agent type provided by our
software is both homophilic and conforming — that is, it prefers neighbors who are
similar to neighbors who are not, and it becomes more similar to its neighbors over
time. Our platform incorporates both of these axes as dimensions along which agents
can vary; the user may define an agent to inhabit any part of this space desired. For
instance, the default functionality of the software allows the user to create agents that
are conforming but heterophilic, or ones that become more similar to their neighbors,
but value dissimilarity over similarity. Agent modeling of this type is the subject
of Chapter 3. Our software also allows agents to switch types over the course of
a simulation, and so also comes equipped with an extra data field, indexes by type,
that tracks the index numbers of all agents of each type. While small, this can pro-
vide some enhancement in performance as it avoids having to completely reassess the
composition of subpopulations of each type when necessary.
2.6.1 Homophily
Perhaps the most common consideration in agent modeling for social network dy-
namics is homophily — that is, the preference of agents to be connected to others
who are similar. Of course the specific definition of “similar” can vary, but with
our framework it is defined on the diffusion space by default. Most commonly this
aspect is seen in opinion diffusion research, where agents prefer connections to others
who have similar opinions to themselves, making the diffusion space a suitable place
to start. While the diffusion space X can be defined otherwise, it is assumed to be
numerical to allow for standard vector distance metrics to be employed. Our software
currently supports the use of both a Euclidean distance function, and one reliant on
Hamming distance; both are sensitive to the relevant masking vectors. Let xu and xv
be vectors; the Hamming distance between them, H(xu,xv), is the number of places
in which the elements differ between vectors, where |xu| = |xv| = k. We then define





In our software, it is not necessary that relationships or information be symmetric
between connected agents, and therefore the notion of distance is considered from
each agent’s perspective only. When an agent calculates its distance from a neighbor
3The main exception to this is attraction-repulsion models, based on the general paradigm of
Bounded Confidence, in which agents become more attracted to nearer opinions and actively move
away from opinions that are already distant. We do not cover those models in this work.
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in diffusion space, it only takes into account dimensions that have been revealed to it
by that neighbor. For example, let i’s feature vector be xi = 〈−1,−1, 1,−1〉, and let
i’s view of j’s vector be mij = 〈−1, 0, 1, 1〉. We can then construct two vectors xu,xv
containing only comparable elements: x̂i = 〈−1, 1,−1〉, x̂j = 〈−1, 1, 1〉— i knows all
of j’s feature values except for in the second dimension. Then H(x̂i, x̂j) = 1 because
the two vectors only differ in the last place. This leads to i’s perceived distance from
j being d(i, j) = H(x̂u, x̂v)/k = 1/3. In the event that k = 0, the distance between
the two is considered maximal at 1.0, just as if the two agents differed in all visible
dimensions. The condition that only visible dimensions may be compared can be
relaxed if desired.
The distance between two agents is inversely related to homophily — the less
distant two agents are, the more similar, and thus similarity-loving agents’ reward
from the connection to a neighbor increases as their distance from that neighbor
decreases. Our software contains functionality to calculate the reward an agent i gets
from j, r(i, j), based on its distance from them. With strictly homophilic agents,
more similarity is always considered better, so the reward calculation is simply
rhomophily(i, j) = 1− d(i, j). (2.4)
2.6.2 Conformity
Homophily is a factor that influences networks emulating, e.g., opinion diffusion pro-
cesses, by giving agents a way of rank ordering their relationships by value, which
can then be used in many ways. The other major factor controlling these processes
is that of conformity — the tendency of an agent to move in diffusion space over
time relative to the conditions of its neighbors. In an epidemic simulation, this is
tantamount to agents changing health states as a result of being connected to agents
in other states. In opinion diffusion, it means updating agents’ opinions relative to
the opinions of its neighbors or the network as a whole. This process generally starts
with the calculation of an individual agent’s perception of its neighborhood’s aggre-
gate state as described above, and then using that figure to determine the agent’s
personal feature values at the next time step.
Just as the overwhelmingly most common agent type in opinion diffusion litera-
ture is homophilic, it is also conforming, or always moving closer to the aggregate
neighborhood opinion over time. In a continuous diffusion space, this can mean that
agents simply aggregate their neighborhood’s opinion according to an appropriate
weighting formula and then adopt that as their own new feature vector, as in [33].
Many discrete models exist as well, which use the aggregate opinion of a neighbor-
hood to decide whether to flip an agent’s opinion or not; these works usually operate
on a majority rule whereby an agent flips its opinion in a dimension as long as a
strict majority of its neighbors have the opposite opinion in the same dimension,
or some other update scheme such as Borda voting (which requires slightly more
mechanics to work than our basic model). Our software’s default diffusion space is
binary, and so values flip to 1 or -1 depending on the sign and strength of the average
opinion. The software does include the option to skip this step of snapping opinions
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into place, thus inherently allowing for the modeling of continuous diffusion spaces
as well. When asked to update its feature vector xi(t), agent i will first calculate its
aggregate neighborhood opinion x̃i(t) as defined in Section 2.5, and then update each
value xik according to the following rule:
xik(t+ 1) =
{
xik(t) if x̃ik(t) ∗ xik(t) > 0 ∧ x̃ik(t) > ρi,
−xik(t) otherwise.
(2.5)
In this way, agents flip values in their feature vector when a) the aggregate neigh-
borhood vector’s value differs in sign, and b) that value is strong enough to overcome
the resistance of agent i. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 describe a process whereby feature
values are aggregated via a weighted average. This average can be used in conjunc-
tion with the resistance parameter to emulate any threshold update model. The most
common of these models updates agent states based on a threshold of 50% — as long
as at least 50% of an agent’s neighbors have the same feature value, then i updates
its own to match those neighbors. The threshold can be set arbitrarily between 0.5
and 1.0.
Using the default scheme, all agents can have feature values of 1 or -1. When
exactly half of the agents have each value, the average value across the network is
0. Thus, with a resistance value ρi = 0.0, any aggregate feature value greater than
0 signifies that the majority of the network has value 1, and any value less than
0 results from the symmetric case. Looking at the top condition of Equation 2.5,
agent i would only flip a feature value if more than half of its neighbors had the
opposite. If i instead had a resistance value of ρi = 0.5, then it would require 3/4
of its neighborhood to be in disagreement before i would flip, or consider flipping,
its own value. The rules in Equation 2.5 are deterministic, but this is not necessary;
the parameter upd prob introduced above can be used to define the probability that
any given state flip will actually happen when the opportunity arises. This is the
general update paradigm associated with conforming agents, as they move towards
the condition of the majority of their neighbors over time, even when that condition
changes.
2.7 Animation Module
One advantage of our software is the built-in animation functionality, accessed by
calling the animate() method on the class object with any relevant parameters. Cur-
rently available software tends to be focused either on network modeling and evolution
or on visualization, but not both. Further, to our knowledge no software yet exists
that provides real-time visualizations of networks as evolution is taking place. We
provide a simple interface to allow for this without much implementation burden.
This module allows for the animation of either the network itself (the nodes and
edges), or metrics collected on the network over time. In network mode, the user may
specify whether or not to update node positions over time by setting the parameter
update pos to true or false. Updating node positions is by far the slowest method of
animation, as new node positions must be calculated for the entire network at each
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Figure 2.2: The two default dimensions along which agents can differ. Homophilic
agents prefer similarity to their neighbors, and heterophilic agents prefer dissimilarity.
Conforming agents become more like their neighbors over time, and nonconforming
agents become less.
time step. However, it does help to visualize evolving substructures throughout the
network in a way that static positioning of the nodes cannot. The drawback to this
method is that, in topologically dynamic networks, new communities may form and
old ones dissipate, but these changes are not reflected in the physical layout of the
nodes.
Nodes are colored based on the agent type they represent; random colors are
assigned to each type if the user does not provide preferences. This helps visually dif-
ferentiate the behavior of nodes following different rules. For example, in an opinion
diffusion simulation, nodes of different types may cluster differently. In an epidemic
simulation, this visual aid helps to monitor the prevalence and localization of infected
and/or exposed individuals. This is achieved by passing a dictionary into the param-
eter colors in which keys are strings representing agent types and values are strings or
RGB tuples defining a color. Additionally, if nodes have any binary properties that
change over time, node outlines can be toggled on and off in the animation based on
each node’s current value by passing a string representing the name of the property to
be used as the parameter node outlines. For instance, if the software is being used to
model a computer network in which each computer can be either sending or receiving
at any given time, it may make sense to display sending computers with no outline,
and receiving computers with. In an epidemic simulation in which agents can either
be wearing a mask or not, outlined nodes would be agents wearing a mask and nodes
without outlines are those not wearing a mask. Finally, node sizes can be tied to a
numerical metric as well. This is done by passing as the parameter node size a string
representing the graph property to be used for sizing.
Aside from network mode, the animation module also supports a real-time plot-
ting of one or more metrics for nodes. These plots can show the value of any available
metric for all nodes, only nodes of a specific type, or the averages and/or standard
deviations of a metric across all nodes or across types. As above, the color corre-
sponding to each node type is defined in the colors parameter, or a random color
is assigned to each type if no dictionary is provided. While not practical for large-
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scale experiments, this gives the researcher access to a more intuitive interface for the
initial stages of an experiment. Having the ability to watch phenomena manifest in
real time can quickly give the user information that can be used to hone their focus,
rather than having to wait for potentially long-running experiments to finish before
observing results.
A few other parameters can be set as well, controlling general visual aspects of the
plots, such as their axis value limits and the transparency of nodes or lines. Finally,
this module allows for up to three plots to be active at one time, allowing the user
to monitor multiple metrics and/or the network’s physical layout at the same time.
This is accomplished by passing a value of 1, 2, or 3 for the parameter num plots,
and then passing a list of that length as the parameter plot metrics. The order in
which these metrics appear in the list determines which plot they will occupy. When
two plots are requested, they appear evenly sized and side by side; when three are
requested, a larger plot appears to the left of the figure showing the first metric from
plot metrics, and two smaller plots are stacked vertically to the right of it displaying
the other two.
The animation module abstracts any additional programming effort from the user
into a single function call accepting the parameters listed above. For example, in
order to animate three plots at the same time for 100 steps, one for the network
itself, one for betweenness centrality, and one for closeness centrality, the relevant
function call would be:
mynetwork.animate(num steps=100, num plots=3,
plot metrics=[‘network’,‘betweenness’,‘closeness’]).
This could then be augmented with node colors and sizes to increase the number
of features able to be visualized at once. Figure 2.3 shows an example screenshot
produced by the animation module. This example comes from an epidemic simulation.
Node colors are tied to their condition, with blue nodes being non-infected agents,
yellow nodes being exposed but asymptomatic agents, and red nodes being fully
infected and symptomatic agents. The sizes of the dots are proportional to the
agent’s degree centrality, and there are black outlines around agents who are wearing
masks at the current time. Animations such as this one can provide visual insights
into complex network behavior that can help focus the following investigations.
2.8 Command Line Interface and Debugger
Another feature of our software is a command line and a debugging utility. This
interface is a small program that serves several purposes. It:
• guides users through parameter definitions when creating a new network,
• allows users to define, create, and write networks to disk,
• drives simulations one or more steps at a time to allow for close monitoring of
network properties and behaviors,
• allows users to set and store variables, and to
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Figure 2.3: A screenshot produced by the animation module, representing nodes of
different health conditions and self-protective behaviors in a pandemic situation.
• report, visualize, and modify various network attributes, and
• record series of commands to facilitate easy replication of experimental con-
struction.
A typical CLI session will begin with the construction of a new network according
to the user’s desired properties. The config command begins the guided process
of creating a new configuration file that can be used to create as many networks
as desired using the chosen properties. If it does not already exist, a folder called
“config” will be created in the program’s working directory to store the files. The
software then opens a new file with a user-provided name. First, the user must define
the number of nodes, and the edge generation algorithm or prescribed topology used
to populate edges among those nodes. Currently supported options for the generation
algorithm are listed in Section 2.3. Additionally, the software is built so that any new
edge generation algorithm implemented as a function returning an iterable of tuples
can be included by adding a single case to the relevant function. Depending on the
user’s choice of topology, the interface will go on to ask for parameters relevant to
that choice. For instance, the algorithm for generating small world networks requires
as input a probability for any given edge to be ‘rewired.’ Similarly, the algorithm
for generating scale free networks requires several weight parameters. All cases have
default values for these parameters should the user decide not to alter them. The
next step is to define whether or not the graph will be directed and/or symmetric.
Any unweighted, symmetric graph is technically undirected since there is never a
material difference between an edge (u, v) and edge (v, u). However, we leave the
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option available for a graph to be weighted, directed and symmetric to reflect use
cases in which connections always go both directions (e.g., the friend relation on
Facebook) and it is not necessary that weight, flow, or influence is the same going
in either direction between two nodes. Finally with respect to the setup of the
nodes and edges, the user must define a saturation value. This influences the initial
density of the network. Its value must be a float between 0 and 1, and represents the
percentage of other nodes a single node is connected to on average. This parameter
is not necessarily used in every generation scheme.
The previous steps are sufficient to create the topological structure of the net-
work. Next, the interface prompts the user for parameters regarding the network’s
characteristics. The program asks for the weight (in the case of uniform weights)
or weighting scheme to be used to assign weights to edges. If not uniform, weights
can also be assigned uniformly at random, or according to a Gaussian distribution,
also described in Section 2.3. Then, the user is prompted for the number of diffusion
dimensions, the threshold value for an edge to be destroyed, the probabilities of edge
creation and destruction, and the probability that a node will successfully update
its attributes under the right conditions. For use cases in which conditions can be
hidden, the program asks for the visibility condition to be used in the initialization
process; the choices are hidden, in which case all conditions start out hidden from all
nodes, visible, in which all conditions start out publicly known, and random, in which
conditions are randomly revealed between pairs of nodes (independently between di-
mensions). Finally, the program asks for a type distribution if one is desired. If the
user chooses not to incorporate types, all nodes’ types are set to ‘default.’ Otherwise,
the user is prompted to provide a proportion distribution over types to determine
how prevalent each will be in the resulting network. In order to create a new network
from an existing configuration file, the user invokes the create command, using the
name of the configuration file as an argument, and a new randomly seeded network
from the properties specified.
As of right now, type behavior cannot be directly programmed in the command
line, but the code is factored such that each type’s characteristic behavior can be
defined entirely by adding a single case each to the act(), update attribute(), and
get reward() functions of the SocialNetwork class. However, the mechanics of ho-
mophily/conformity space are pre-implemented, and can be accessed directly with-
out the need to perform any new implementation at all. At the top of the source
file SocialNetwork.py, there are several constants defined to be used throughout the
software, five of which are set aside to map types onto this space. In particular, there
are lists defined to hold the names of homophilic, heterophilic, and 50/50-philic types
for the homophily dimension, and lists to hold the names of conforming and rebelling
types for the conforming dimension. Note that any agent type name must be included
in exactly one list from each of the two categories above in order for agents to move
through this space properly. The only aspect of agent behavior that these mechanics
do not explicitly cover is any type-specific agent actions that fall outside of simply
updating diffusion values or calculating reward. For instance, in some use cases it is
necessary for an agent to decide if and when to reveal its opinion. This decision may
be entirely independent of an agent’s position in homophily/conformity space, and so
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the act() function in particular is left to the user to tailor to their particular needs.
This function can in some cases be inhabited by a learning model rather than having
to rely specifically on explicit user definition.
Above, we have described how to create a network from scratch using our com-
mand line. Here we provide details on its additional functionality. Once a network
has been created, the relevant SocialNetwork instance will be stored in a variable dic-
tionary local to the command line environment itself. Once stored locally, the save
command will write the network out to an XML file, creating a new local directory
to store these files if one does not already exist. Any graph stored in this way can
be reloaded via the load command. In addition to storing SocialNetwork instances,
the command line’s variable dictionary can also hold named basic variables (integers,
floating point numbers, strings, and booleans) for use later. The set command allows
the user to define a new variable and store it away for later use, perhaps as an ar-
gument in the configuration process. The delete command will remove the specified
variable from the local dictionary, or destroy a currently loaded network object. Ad-
ditionally, the CLI allows for variables to be renamed, including native ones, for ease
of use. This is done using the rename command. Once a variable has been renamed,
it will be accessible using any of its previous names, unless a name is already in use
for another variable.
With a network created, the researcher is able to allow an experiment to run
normally; the debugging utility provides an interface to examine the state of the
network or any node in it at any point during a simulation. This is especially useful
when an unexpected pattern or behavior emerges in some experimental context, and
the exact cause needs to be investigated. Once a network is created, using the step
command will cause the network to update itself over one time step. This involves
first updating the attribute space, then allowing agents to act according to their type’s
rules or model, and finally imposing any exogenous effects on the agents such as having
new friend connections introduced. Passing a number along with the command causes
the simulation to proceed for that number of time steps before pausing and awaiting
another command.
The most important and versatile command for use during a simulation is show.
This command will display a wide variety of information, both about the entire net-
work and about individual agents. First and foremost, this command can be used
to examine the value of any named network property. Unless specified otherwise,
the command show <property name> will simply display the current value of that
property. For example, the command show n displays the number of nodes in the net-
work, show topology displays the name of the generation algorithm used to construct
the network, and show properties will display a list of all property names currently
available. The command show aliases will display the current names of any renamed
variables, as well as their previous names. In addition to graph metaproperties such
as these, basic descriptive properties about the agents can be displayed as well. The
command show types will display a list of agent types in numerical order by index,
and passing a sequence of numbers along with the command will only display that
property for the agents listed. In general, the show command used on any agent-level
property will accept a list of agents to show the property for; in the absence of an
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agent list, the program considers the list to contain all agents in the network. This
command can also be used to show resistance levels, node degrees or lists of agents
neighboring one in particular, and incoming weight vectors (both raw and normal-
ized). The latter is useful to view the distribution of levels of influence over a certain
agent’s neighbors.
Two important agent-level properties featured in this software are the attribute
space and the masking vectors. The command show attribute space functions just as
the agent-specific commands mentioned above: given a list of agents, the program
will only print out those agents’ attribute vectors, and will print the entire attribute
space otherwise. Masks function differently in that each agent has its own view of
each neighbor, independent of any other agents’ view of another. Thus, when using
the command show masks, the user must first enter the agent of interest (the one
whose view of its neighbors we wish to know), and any remaining numbers make up
the list of neighbors whose attribute vector we wish to see through the first agent’s
eyes. Related is the notion of reward: the reward an agent gets from a neighbor is
a function of the agent’s view of that neighbor. For this reason, the show reward
command works in the same way as show masks, taking a focal agent as the first
parameter, and any specific neighbors as additional parameters. These three tools
together provide the ability to see the diffusion space’s true values, each agent’s
personal view of the diffusion space within its own neighborhood, and each agent’s
personal reward, all at every step of the simulation. This provides a great deal of
fine-grained access into the perspective of individual agents throughout a diffusion
process.
The commands above deal directly with the basic aspects of an agent’s environ-
ment, both in ground-truth terms as well as with respect to agents’ fuzzy perspectives.
In many cases, especially those such as opinion diffusion, more sophisticated informa-
tion is usually at play beyond simple opinion vectors. A menu of further commands
puts more detailed and descriptive information in the hands of the user. First, a
fundamental routine in updating the opinion space is the local average opinion. The
command show local average by itself or followed by a list of agents will display the
aggregate opinion, as calculated in Equation 2.1, in the neighborhood of each listed
agent. In addition, the command show global average will display the network-wide
average opinion at the current point in the simulation.
These tools are useful on their own, but when experiments involve agents of dif-
ferent types with different preferences and goals, functions to describe the aggregate
condition among agents of a specific type is also desirable. The command show
type average followed by a string naming one of the agent types will display the av-
erage opinion only over agents of that type. If no additional arguments are provided,
then this value is displayed for all types active in the network. The command show
type reward functions similarly, and shows the average reward value among all agents
of the desired types at the current point in time. The command show type degree dis-
plays the average degree among agents of the type in question. Finally, the debugger
provides a command, show friend dist, that prints for one or more agents the number
of friends of those agents of each type. This is especially helpful when examining the
tendency of different agent types to cluster together or dependably separate from one
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another. There have also been cases in which clusters of agents of different types can
only form in certain proportions.
In addition to the commands listed above, all of which deal with monitoring the
state of the network at any given point in time, the user is able to set the values
of any base variables4 at any time throughout the simulation, including agent types,
resistance values, and feature vector values. This functionality is invoked through
the set command, followed by the name of the variable to be changed, and then
its new value. Two such value modification functions have their own commands:
the ability to hide and reveal attribute values between agents. These commands
are, respectively, reveal and hide followed by the number of the revealing agent,
the agent being revealed to, and the index of the dimension being revealed. These
commands alter the relevant masking matrices directly. Finally, the connections
between agents can be manipulated manually throughout a simulation through the
use of the commands connect and disconnect, each followed by a pair of agent indices.
In the case of a directed symmetric graph, reciprocal edges are automatically added
when connecting or disconnecting two agents, but in directed non-symmetric graphs
they must be done manually.
In addition to these basic tools, the debugger function itself has been designed
to be extensible in inherited classes. This allows for the debugging utility to be
arbitrarily extended to suit any specific purpose, while still maintaining its underlying
functionality.
2.9 Example Usage
The majority of this chapter has focused on plain language and technical descriptions
of our software’s behavior. In this section, we provide a broad set of exemplary use
cases and some selected results from each.
The creation of a network, whether through the CLI or in a code file, ultimately
reduces to defining several values in a dictionary, and then the software builds the
network according to the user’s preference. Figure 2.4 shows a valid property dictio-
nary to create a scale free network of 50 nodes that is both symmetric and directed.
All edge weights in the network are equal at 1, and there are four topics for opinions
to diffuse over. An agent will disconnect from another with probability .75 if its
reward from that connection is less than .5, and will accept a new connection with
probability .25. All opinion updates are deterministic, as the update probability is
set to 1. All agents’ opinions are freely visible to all their friends, and no agent has
any additional resistance to opinion influence, and so all agents update their opinion
according to the strict majority opinion of their neighborhood. The final line of the
dictionary dictates the agent type proportions that should be included in the network.
Here, we will include two agent types called ‘R’ and ‘E’ to stand for Reinforcer and
Explorer, and we will have the network be split evenly between the two types. The
4In other words, a variable that is not calculated in a way dependent on other variables. For
example, an agent’s resistance would be a base variable, but its current reward would not.
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Figure 2.4: The definition and use of a property dictionary to create a network.
final line in the figure creates the network and stores it in the local variable G. To
implement these types, we turn to the class definition.
For this example, the Reinforcer type will be the classical opinion diffusion agent:
it is homophilic, preferring similarity over dissimilarity relative to its neighbors, and
it is conforming, meaning that it gravitates toward the majority opinion within its
neighborhood. The other agent type we will create will be called the Explorer type.
This agent type will be heterophilic and thus prefers difference over similarity, but
it is also conforming; it becomes like its friends, but prefers things outside of its
current experience. Since this is the default paradigm implemented in our software,
the inclusion of agents from anywhere within homophily/conformity space is a simple
process. At the top of the class definition file, SocialNetwork.py, are two sets of lists:
one set holds the names of conforming and rebelling types (comprising the confor-
mity dimension), and the other set holds the names of agents that are homophilic,
heterophilic, or prefer a mix. To implement our agent types, we need only add their
names to the relevant lists.
Figure 2.5 shows the implementation of both of these types. Here, both agents
are conforming types and become similar to their neighbors, so both type names are
placed in the list CONFORM. The agents, however, have different reward functions:
R agents have a reward function strictly decreasing in opinion distance from its neigh-
bors, and E agents have one that is strictly increasing over the same domain. Thus, R
is included in the list HOM, and E is included in the list HET. We have no agents with
the reward function peaking at 50% similarity, so the SPLIT list remains empty. To
ease the implementation burden of building agents while providing broad flexibility,
the code chunks relevant to each of these lists are kept small and easy to work with.
The mechanics relevant to the lists CONFORM, REBEL, and ATTR REPEL are all
contained in the function update attributes(), as the conformity dimension deals com-
pletely with opinion mobility. Those relevant to the lists HOM, HET, and SPLIT are
all contained in the function get reward for neighbor(), as the homophily dimension
directly describes preferences and thus can be extracted into a reward function. It
is important that the strings added to these lists match the names provided in the
property dictionary, as in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.5: Implementing two agent types from different areas of ho-
mophily/conformity space.
While our software already supports the typical homophily/conformity paradigm,
the same mechanics can be used to easily implement virtually any agent type. In
the two functions mentioned in the paragraph above, various pieces of locally useful
information are calculated, and then a series of if/else blocks follow, one for each
relevant list. For a brief example, consider adding a new reward function that returns
the square of the distance between two opinion vectors. The implementation of this
would require only 1) the inclusion of another list in the homophily category, and
the addition of one additional if clause to the function get reward for neighbor(). To
create a new type of agent called ‘NewType’ requires only the steps shown in Figure
2.6: at the top of the file, we add a new list to hold names of agents who will utilize
the new reward function, and then in the function get reward for neighbor() we add
a new if statement to calculate reward for agents of a type in our new list. We would
need to also make sure our new agent type is represented in the property dictionary.
The addition of new paradigms in conformity space functions similarly. The three
lists relevant to conformity space we have already implemented cover a wide range
of models, but not all. For instance, many works in the opinion diffusion realm do
not aggregate neighborhood opinions before updating those of a particular agent, but
rather have the agent update its opinion based on pairwise interactions. Incorporating
these ideas is also comprised of including another list to be considered in the function
update attributes(), and then including a single if statement therein to carry out the
desired functionality. We intend to augment the software to support many different
opinion update paradigms, but we remain focused on those we have so far since they
cover a great deal of the opinion diffusion literature.
Now that we have our two original types, R and E, implemented, we can carry
out a simulation, monitoring a few metrics as we go. For this small example, we will
run a simulation for one hundred steps, and at each twentieth step view the global
average opinion in the network, as well as the average reward for each type. Figure
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Figure 2.6: Implementing two agent types from different areas of ho-
mophily/conformity space.
2.7 shows, in the top, the code required to run the simulation. First, the network is
initialized using the property dictionary we established earlier. Then, we allow for
a loop that will run for 101 iterations (so that we can view the initial state of the
network as well as its state after 100 updates), and inside the loop we print out any
desired information; in this case, the global average opinion and the average rewards
over each agent type. The network is updated with a call to the step() function, which
itself calls functions that cause agents to act, which in this case involves only severing
non-valuable connections, then to update the opinion space according to our agents’
update rules, and finally to present new friend connections that can be severed at the
next step.
Below the initialization messages that print out automatically when a network
is created, we see our desired output. It can be seen that, over time, the network
begins to find its most comfortable position in opinion space on average, as opinions
on individual topics begin to converge to a roughly final value. Of course, due to
the dynamism in this environment, there will not be a reliable terminal state as new
connections are continually established and then broken. We can also see a general
trend in the reward values of the different agent types. As will be explored more in
Chapter 3, R agents tend to be the most satisfied over time according to their reward
function, and E agents tend to become less so. With similar implementation details,
we can develop an elaborate agent-specific, type-specific, or network-wide report at
any frequency we choose. The effort to automate output such as this as well as storing
custom-formatted results is ongoing.
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Figure 2.7: A small simulation run with two agent types. Global opinion vectors and
average reward per agent type are displayed every twenty steps.
This example is very simple, but meant to illustrate the ease of use in setting up
new experimental contexts. At their most fundamental, opinion diffusion processes
must take into account an update rule, and an agent-based process will likely need to
incorporate some sense of agent preferences. Very nearly all opinion diffusion work
can be based around these two fundamental functions when taking the agent’s-eye
view, and thus we designed our software to reflect that.
The purpose of this software was originally highly focused: to be a platform for
diffusion experiments that can support strategic revelation of opinions and different
agent models. Over time and as our needs and experience grew, the software has
become more general, more widely applicable, and more powerful. We built our
framework on top of the mechanics provided by NetworkX, and have developed it to
serve a similar purpose to NDLib but with additional features and more fine-grained
control with no loss of simplicity. There is still room to bring these packages closer
together to create an even more powerful and accessible platform for network diffusion
research, a topic that will remain of intense interest for the foreseeable future.
Copyright© Patrick Vaden Shepherd, 2021.
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Chapter 3 Investigation of Heterogeneous Agent Preferences on Opinion
Diffusion Processes
3.1 Introduction
In Section 2.5, we introduced our software’s agent modeling aspect, as well as the
two general dimensions along which agents can vary using our built-in functionality:
homophily and conformity. As mentioned before, especially in the opinion diffusion
literature agents typically inhabit particular corners of the space created by these
dimensions, but the entire space is still ill-explored.
While it may be true that many phenomena to be studied in the real world follow
these dynamics in general, it is a statistical tautology that the average of any measure
across a population has no meaning with respect to a specific individual. For instance,
it is certainly true that many people seek out and prefer differences to similarities,
although those same people may value similarity as well. There are also cases in which
a person may intentionally insert themselves into a group of others whose opinions are
quite different simply to cause trouble. These are perhaps not the majority of cases,
but they are sufficiently relevant to deserve proper scientific inquiry. Additionally,
many results in the literature about opinion consensus and stability depend implicitly
on the relevant agent models; diverse behavioral profiles among agents may have a
significant impact on the aggregate outcomes observed in the network.
During early experimentation, we developed three agent types: one that was
homophilic and conforming, one that was heterophilic and non-conforming, and one
that was conforming but rather than preferring similarity or dissimilarity exclusively,
it prefers a mix of both, maximizing its satisfaction when half of its neighbors’ opinions
agree with its own and the other half disagree. This is reflected in the reward functions
in Figure 3.1 [66]. These were the same agent models that supported the related
experiments on agents in homophily-conformity space [67].
The experiments illustrated the dynamics a mix of agent models can introduce
into diffusion processes, which led us to our further investigation of the three types
we had already constructed. These two works served as a useful introduction to
diverse agent modeling; in homophily-conformity space, we modeled two agent types
occupying completely opposite corners, and one that made a trade-off between the
two dimensions. Finally, we began an ongoing project to map out the dynamics of
agents from the entirety of homophily-conformity space, which is still continually
producing new results.
In these investigations, we examined the properties of networks composed of
agents that fell into one of six categories, defined by their position within homophily-
conformity space — that is, what sorts of opinions agents prefer their neighbors to
have, and how their own opinions change over time relative to those of their neigh-
borhood. We first created networks composed of only a single agent type to see how
each combination of homophily and conformity parameters affected overall network
outcomes in terms of opinion profiles, terminal topologies, and other agent perfor-
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Figure 3.1: Reward functions from the three original agent types: homogeneous,
heterogeneous, and adversarial.
mance metrics such as reward. We also carried out simulations on networks with two
evenly represented agent types for each possible combination of our basic six types.
These experiments provided a wealth of insight into the kind of influence the inter-
play between differing opinion preferences and trajectories can have on the long-term
outcomes of a diffusion network.
In networks composed of only a single type, we found that the tendency toward a
stable consensus is induced by agents that move toward the majority opinion in their
neighborhoods, and a tendency toward an oscillating consensus arises when agents
move away from the majority. This outcome is well-attested in the literature; it is
interesting to note that our experiments showed these tendencies to be independent of
agents’ preferences over the opinions of their neighbors. While in many cases agents
in mixed-type networks experienced outcomes similar to their respective single-type
networks, some distinct disruptive effects emerged from various combinations of agent
types. In some cases, different agent mixtures are able to break up typical patterns
of consensus formation, adding fluidity to ossified opinion spaces. We also tracked
multiple graph-related statistics for our agents, such as degree centrality, reward, and
clustering coefficient over time. In these metrics, too, we observed several emergent
patterns. The coverage of our experiments provides a unique road map describing
general trends in behavior and outcomes for different parameter combinations within
the spaces usually associated with opinion diffusion specifically, and diffusion across
a network more generally, and provide direction for future investigations.
3.2 Related Work
In our work [66, 67], we look at agents that have opinions in a multi-dimensional
binary opinion space, which they can choose to share with each friend. Each agent
also has some resistance value determining the threshold percentage of their neighbors
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who must disagree with them before they will change their own opinion. We also use
dynamic networks, in which agents can decide which of their friends they want to
disconnect from, and which new friend candidates they wish to keep. As our main
attention is on the effects of agents with different goals and preferences, we describe
the vein of opinion diffusion research dealing with agent modeling paradigms outside
of the usual homophilic/conforming style.
Pilditch et al. [61] developed an agent-based opinion cascade model in which
opinions diffuse through a network based on individual agent decisions. The authors
develop synthetic networks in a unidimensional opinion space, with agents moving
through opinion space based on their observations of their friends’ known opinions.
All agents begin the simulation with a neutral attitude toward both opinions, and
all use the same model to determine their opinion updates. Each step, agents have
the option to declare their opinion. Then agents observe the opinion of the first of
their neighbors to declare, and use a simple Q-learning model to determine whether
or not they will update their own opinions. Their experiments on a uniform agent
type showed that the network stayed nearly evenly split in terms of opinions, but
that clustering with like-minded agents was a dependable outcome.
Duggins [25] provides a similar model. In it, agents have attributes for tolerance
of dissimilar opinion, susceptibility to social influence, and desire to conform to social
norms, where “conformity” refers to how far between an agent’s true opinion and the
socially normative opinion the agent wishes to appear to others. The model allows
users a single opinion on a 0–100 spectrum, and has a static topology. Simulations
involve individuals in neighborhoods expressing an opinion somewhere between what
they truly believe and the socially normative opinion. Ye et al. [77] also investigate
a model featuring separate private and public opinions for agents.
Madsen et al. [53] use a similar model, but with an update scheme roughly the
same as the bounded confidence model [22]. Agents have a real-valued opinion about
the state of the world. Each time step agents seek out others whose opinion is close
enough to their own, then update their opinion based on the aggregation of observed
opinions. Agents’ confidence in their opinions also changes over time. Toscani et
al. [73] use a “kinetic” model of opinion formation, or one in which both agents’ prior
opinion and connectivity determine the outcome of the opinion update process.
Chen et al. [18] model agent-based opinion dynamics with an additional person-
ality parameter, building even further on the notion that individuals with similar
personalities will tend to form stronger ties with each other. They use multidimen-
sional opinion space, something our software also natively supports, with an opinion
velocity factor to maintain naturalistic fluidity in the model. New edges are created
between pairs of nodes with probability proportional to the Euclidean distance be-
tween their opinion vectors. Li et al. [52] use the Stubborn Individuals and Orators
(SO) model [24], which uses two additional parameters to model how resistant indi-
viduals are to opinion change, and how influential individuals are, both of which our
model accommodates. Banisch et al. [8] explore the dynamics of opinion formation
when social feedback is used as a reinforcement learning signal. Hu et al. [43] look
at the effects on learned policies when one group of agent faces different social costs
in the relevant context than the other group.
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Kurmyshev et al. [51] explore networks with varying proportions of classical
homophilic/conforming agents, and of another type termed “partially antagonistic.”
This model is an attractive-repulsive model in the bounded confidence style, where
the threshold between attraction and repulsion is one of the control parameters.
They investigate in detail the disruptive effects that can be introduced by agents
who obey the repulsive force more than the attractive one. Altafini [3] also looks
at antagonistic agents in the form of a negative weights on the underlying graph
with continuous opinions, and examines consensus conditions in those cases. In the
scenarios presented therein, an interesting result is shown in that the networks split
into two different opinion consensus groups, but the opinion values themselves are
equal in magnitude.
Finally, Galam and others have done extensive work on the topic of contrarian
agents, or those who actively oppose some opinion cluster [19, 35, 41, 45]. Galam
and Cheon investigated the effects of asymmetric contrarians, who oppose different
opinions with different probabilities, and produces results relating to the relative
proportions of contrarians being critical to eventual opinion outcomes [36]. Galam
established a critical proportion of contrarians necessary to disrupt consensus-forming
behavior in a network of otherwise traditional agents [34]. Borghesi and Galam
investigate the effects of contrarians on voting outcomes [14]. Jacobs and Galam
investigate the effects of contrarians, non-contrarians, and stubborn agents (referred
to in that work as “inflexibles”) working in the same network [45]. Stauffer and
Martins examine a Galam contrarian opinion diffusion model on percolative lattices
[70].
We direct the reader to [5, 16] for a more complete overview of opinion diffusion
techniques and models. The contribution of this portion of our work is the provision
of a single 2D characteristic space that describes a large number widely-used opinion
diffusion models, as well as a broad investigation into the behavior of six agent types
defined on this space. The investigation monitored the average opinions over time of
these six types, as well as a number of topological metrics describing typical behavior
of these types, and elucidating information about the space they inhabit.
3.3 Preliminary Investigation into Network Dynamics of Heterogeneous
Agent Types
We conducted several experiments to validate our system, and to investigate the ef-
fects of different agent types on the evolution of a network’s topology and opinion
space. In these exploratory experiments, we introduced two archetypes that we have
dubbed heterogeneous (HET) and adversarial (ADV), in addition to the canonical
type described earlier that is both homophilic and conforming: the homogeneous
(HOM) type. HET agents seek opinion diversity in their neighborhoods, and get
the most reward from an even split of agreements to disagreements with their neigh-
bors; ADV agents actively seek out disagreement, and move away from their average
neighborhood opinion rather than towards it. We illustrate these archetypes’ effect
on the behavior of networks they inhabit. In particular, we investigate: a) the effects
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of different proportional mixes of agent types, b) initial network densities, and c)
resistance levels by agent type.
Our ADV archetype is characterized by its desire for more disagreement to less,
and their movement away from their neighborhood in opinion space rather than




−1(btik) if b̃tik ∗ btik > 0
btik otherwise.
This update rule is similar to that used for partially antagonistic agents [51], and
the notion of nonconformity, or specifically wanting to have an opinion different from
others, is reminiscent of the conformity parameter in [25].
The HET archetype follows the same update rule as HOM agents, but differs in the
reward functions. HET agents prefer to have a mix of agreement and disagreement
with their neighbors, so their reward function is rheti (j) = 1− 2|d(i, j)− 0.5|, peaking
at a 50/50 agree-to-disagree ratio with a neighbor. We are interested in this concept
because it is clear that, while many people do intentionally sequester themselves with
like-minded groups, many actively seek out a diversity of opinions both contrary
to and in line with their own in order to broaden their perspective. We wish to
investigate how the presence of such an agent type effects classical network outcomes.
3.3.1 Model Verification
The following results were all obtained with the following constant simulation param-
eters: n = 75, dimensions = 4, upd prob = 0.5, unf thresh = 0.5, unf prob = 0.9,
friend prob = 0.05. All networks were generated using the NetworkX small world al-
gorithm (β = saturation). We set all masks to visible to investigate self-organization
in networks with full observability — i.e., every agent is aware of all of their friends’
opinions. We chose four topics so that HET agents would have the chance to maximize
their reward (when dimensions is odd, this is impossible). The choice of network size
and number of topics is largely up to the researcher. In preliminary testing, we found
that the balance of unf prob and friend prob = 0.05 was quite sensitive. When we
tested the simulation with friend prob > 0.05 (e.g., with values of 0.1, 0.2, ...) the
network would almost immediately become nearly maximally dense. We observed
similar results when unf prob was set too low, and the network would shatter imme-
diately when set too high. Empirically, the parameter values we settled on allowed
the network to grow, contract, and evolve over the course of our simulations. Here we
briefly discuss our initial experiments to verify the baseline behavior of our model.
Pure HOM Network: Standard networks with homophilic agents experience a
high degree of clustering and consensus. Under the parameters above, pure HOM
networks exhibited one of two behaviors in almost every instance: either the network
would conglomerate into a single complete graph with one opinion consensus, or it
would split early into two clusters (one usually much smaller than the other, but not
necessarily), each fully connected and with its own opinion consensus.
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Pure ADV Network: Networks made only of ADV agents also tend to clump into
just one or two groups early. While HOM clusters eventually become completely
connected, ADV clusters’ density plateaus. Also, ADV clusters either a) come to a
unanimous consensus and then flip their opinion each time step, or b) form a core
periphery structure with one opinion vector occupying the core and the opposite one
filling the rest.
Pure HET Networks: HET agents do not like to deviate too far towards either
complete agreement or disagreement with their neighbors. When the agents obey a
simple majority update rule, these networks always completely disconnect. If HET
agents are given sufficient resistance to opinion influence,1 then the networks stay
connected, but never reach maximum density, instead reaching a plateau like ADV
networks.
HOM/ADV Networks: When divided evenly by type, these networks tend to
remain connected throughout simulations, although complete self-sorting takes place.
They appear to split into two subgroups: the HOM group with complete consensus
within, and the ADV group which again takes on a core periphery structure with two
oscillating consensuses.
HOM/HET Networks: These networks separate consistently into a complete sub-
graph containing HOM agents, again at total opinion consensus, and HET agents
eventually become isolates. It appears that the prevalence of the HOM opinion draws
HET towards it, but when consensus begins to form, HET agents remove their con-
nections, even to each other.
ADV/HET Networks: These networks show the most ability to allow opinions to
flow and also maintain topological fluidity rather than separation into static compo-
nents. They appear to reach a persistent equilibrium density after 20 to 50 steps.
These networks maintain the widest range of opinion representation. The ADV co-
hort again forms a core periphery with two prevailing opinions. The ultimate network
density appears to depend directly on the resistance level of HET agents, but the di-
versity of opinion representation does not.
3.3.2 Experiments on Fully Mixed Networks
The focal feature of our software is its attention to different agent types. In particular
we will lay out our initial observations about the HET archetype. The following ex-
periments were designed to elucidate the effects of proportional network composition,
initial network density, and HET agent resistance levels at both the individual and
network levels.
The Effects of Network Composition
To investigate the impact of the agent type distribution on network outcomes, we
ran 10 100-step simulations on networks with each of the following distributions (%
1Empirically, it appears “sufficient” means that ≈75% of one’s neighbors must disagree before
an opinion change is considered.
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Figure 3.2: Fully mixed networks with uniform resistance to opinion influence sepa-
rate into disjoint groups. Types are HOM (blue), HET (green), and ADV (orange).
Node positions are arbitrary, but more densely connected clusters are shown physi-
cally closer than sparsely connected clusters.
HOM / % HET / %ADV): 34/33/33, 50/25/25, 60/20/20, and 70/15/15. For these
experiments, we held res(i) = 0 for all agents, and saturation = 0.15.
Figure 3.2 shows a typical outcome in these networks, independent of type distri-
bution. The network in the figure resulted from a 70/15/15 run, but the apparent
patterns existed in all conditions tested. Regardless of the distribution of agent types,
these networks almost always separated into three cohorts: the HET agents, who end
up isolated in the network as consensus begins to take over in the core; the HOM
agents, who again aggregate into a complete subgraph (unless their numbers were
great enough, in which case they typically split into two disjoint, disagreeing clus-
ters); and the ADV agents form a core periphery cluster. Further, in each simulation
the network would remain without isolates for several steps until one HET agent
left; once that happened, the rest of the HET agents left very quickly thereafter. The
ADV and HOM clusters, though already formed, never separate from each other until
most or all of the HET agents leave.
These experiments showed that each of these agent types continues to induce
characteristic network outcomes as laid out above (e.g., HOM agents cluster and
arrive at unanimous opinions or split into two separate camps, ADV agents form their
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Figure 3.3: When HET agents have a higher resistance to influence, they prevent
networks from separating into disjoint camps.
own core periphery, etc.), but those impacts have some interplay. The importance of
HET agents in keeping the other groups connected in these experiments showed that
some types of agents can mediate the interplay between others.
The Effects of Initial Density
The initial density of the network can have significant influence over its evolution. For
example, in pure ADV networks an initial density set too small will cause the network
to fragment more. We used the same conditions as in the previous experiments, but
with saturation = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25.
At a saturation of 0.05, agents did not have enough connections to form anything
more than two- to six-member components under any type distribution. However,
more evenly-split networks did tend to break apart into smaller groups on average.
ADV agents also appeared to benefit from this slightly, in some cases maintaining a
cluster with one of the other agent types.
An overly sparse initial network lends itself to fragmentation as would be expected,
whereas sufficiently dense starting networks appear to almost always separate into
disjoint components delineated by agent type. The novel illustration is that polar-
ization is not restricted to opinion space. In other words, in our experiments we saw
not only the expected polarization in opinion — as with the core periphery tendency
of ADV agents or the multi-clustering behavior of HOM agents — but also in the
proclivity of agents to self-segregate based on type. Even HET agents, before they
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Figure 3.4: The effects of resistance to opinion change on betweenness centrality.
Top row: All three archetypes evenly represented; HOM (blue), HET (green), ADV
(red). Bottom row: HOM agents twice as common as others. Columns: HET agents
susceptible/resistant to opinion influence.
split apart entirely, formed tighter communities with each other than with either of
the other archetypes. This means that even non-homophilic agents tend to bond most
strongly and persistently with each other.
The Effects of HET Agent Resistance Levels
Our main point of inquiry in this work is: how does the presence of HET agents affect
the network? The observations of our last two sets of experiments make clear that
agents seeking balance may have additional complications finding a suitable situation
for themselves within the network given the behavior of other archetypes. These
agents also seem to have a cohesive effect on the network as a whole. Whenever
mixed networks split apart along opinion and/or archetype lines, they only do so
after most of the HET agents have left.
It makes sense that these agents would choose to leave the network once the other
types have entrenched themselves in their own segregated camps, because by defini-
tion HET agents have two reward “valleys”: total agreement and total disagreement.
These two valleys overlap the reward peaks of the other two archetypes, creating a
balancing act between them. Our last set of experiments is designed to test the ag-
gregate effects of endowing HET agents with greater resistance to opinion influence.
Agents in this style environment who have a greater openness to different opinions
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tend to foster consensus rather than hinder it [55]. We varied the value of res(i) for
all HET agents from 0.0 to 0.5, which corresponds to agents needing between half
and 3/4 of their neighbors to disagree with them on a topic before they might flip
their opinion.
In most tests with res(i) set to 0.0 for HET agents, the networks split apart
into camps. Figure 3.3 illustrates the characteristic outcome we observed when we
increased that value to 0.25. After 100 steps, most of the HET agents in the network
had left, just as before. However, a small cluster of them remained in between the
two other clusters, which organized themselves in their characteristic ways. It can be
seen that one agent was possibly about to leave the network, even after 100 steps, so
it is immediately evident that HET agents alleviate some topological rigidity.
Since HET agents appear to have significant structural effects on the network, we
also explored how agents performed under our test conditions according to several
different criteria. We collected several centrality statistics and stepwise reward for
each agent throughout our experiments. Figure 3.4 illustrates the effect of HET
agent resistance on networks of two different compositions. We chose to present
betweenness centrality scores because of the connecting role HET agents appear to
play. For reference, a node i’s betweenness centrality is the proportion of shortest
paths that pass through i.
Each column in the figure corresponds to a single setting of HET resistance, and
each row corresponds to a network composition — the top row is evenly divided
among archetypes, and the bottom row has twice as many HOM agents as HET or
ADV agents. The left column shows a typical outcome in networks with HET agents
that have just as low a threshold for opinion change as everyone else. Lines in the
figure represent the average score across all agents of a given type, and shaded areas
represent the mean ± one standard deviation.
The left third of each plot shows agents’ betweenness centrality during the ini-
tial phase of the simulation when agents are testing out the most connections and
trimming their neighborhoods to suit them. There is a peak in ADV betweenness,
generally around step 40, and one for HET agents as well around the same time, be-
fore a steep drop off. This sudden decline corresponds to the moments leading up to
and including the separation of subclusters from each other. The right column shows
the same metric when HET agents have significant resistance to opinion influence.
In these two plots it can be seen that HET agents’ betweenness centrality is greatly
enhanced when outside influence means less to them. In the evenly split network,
most HET agents were never separated from the rest of the network, although this
agent type had the most variation across individuals. As in Figure 3.3, these agents
kept almost the entire network in one piece. In the 50/25/25 network, HET agents
still eventually separated from the network most times, but they were able to keep
it together for a longer span than when they were more fickle with their opinions.
Further, the plots demonstrate that resistant HET agents were the last connectors
of the network’s subcomponents, empirically validating our observations from the
second round of experiments.
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Further Investigation of HET Agents
We collected several statistics for each agent in the network across many time steps un-
der different conditions, including betweenness centrality as above. We also tracked:
reward, closeness centrality, eigenvector centrality, and clustering coefficient.
Reward: Agents’ ability to seek personal utility is a basic but fundamental as-
pect of this research. Network composition appeared to have the most significant
effect. When networks were evenly split between archetypes, HOM agents quickly
found a place of at least near-maximal reward, and then stayed there for the rest
of the experiment. This falls in line with what we observed topologically: HOM
agents quickly self-segregating and coming to a stable consensus, an outcome they
all appreciate. ADV agents were ranked next in reward-seeking success, tending to
achieve a per-step reward of around 0.7 once they had also segregated. HET agents
were the least successful, achieving less reward per step until they finally reach 0
as isolates. When HET resistance was increased, the rank ordering was preserved,
but HET agents were able to stabilize at an average per-step reward of around 0.3.
In 50/25/25 networks, HOM agents again raced to the top in terms of reward, but
HET and ADV agents each settle around a reward of about 0.5 per step. Finally,
in 70/15/15 networks, we saw the strongest effect. Making up a significant majority
of the network, HOM agents again exhibited similar performance as before; however,
under these conditions, HET agents were able to be very successful (matching or even
slightly overtaking HOMs in terms of reward), while ADV agents eventually reached
a level of about 0.25 reward per step. It should be noted that ADV agents, while
the least successful in this category, had by far the greatest degree of variability in
their performance; thus they do have the capacity to achieve their own goals in many
instances.
Closeness Centrality: This metric roughly measures the average distance of
a node i to all other nodes in the graph. A node that is separated from others by
fewer links on average will have a higher closeness centrality score. The level of HET
resistance plays a major role in the evolution of this metric. Under most conditions,
we observed a spike in closeness centrality across all agents and archetypes early on
in the simulation (from the beginning until approximately t = 20). This corresponds
to the initial phase of acquiring new friends, discovering where they lie in opinion
space, and determining possibly stable personal opinions. Although a clear rank
ordering emerged in this phase, the three archetypes scored competitively with each
other. We then saw a sharp decline in these centrality scores across different types
for roughly the next 20 steps — this is the phase where agents begin to solidify their
opinions (if they are going to at all) and prune away any remaining friends who do
not align properly with their own opinions. Finally all the agents in the network
reach a plateau for this metric as their core structures stabilized. These were the
common emergent behaviors we saw across all networks, but there were some ways
in which results differed.
In the 34/33/33 network, we observed a similar rank ordering as previously when
HET agents obeyed a simple majority update rule — that is, HOM agents were most
successful, ADV agents trailed behind them, and HET agents lagged all the way to 0
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Figure 3.5: The effects of resistance to opinion change on betweenness centrality.
Top row: All three archetypes evenly represented; HOM (blue), HET (green), ADV
(red). Bottom row: HOM agents twice as common as others. Columns: HET agents
susceptible/resistant to opinion influence.
consistently. This makes sense, as it would result from the isolation of most or all of
the HET agents in the network. However, when HET agents had res(i) = 0.5, they
were able to remain in the network, and indeed rose to the top of the rank ordering,
barely scoring higher on average than HOM agents throughout the simulation. In
50/25/25 networks, our results showed a consistent HOM > HET > ADV ordering,
regardless of HET agent resistance.
Eigenvector Centrality: This metric is used to measure the amount of influ-
ence that cascades through the network emanating from a particular node. Roughly
speaking, this metric finds the aggregate weight of all paths originating from a node,
and takes their weighted sum where each path’s weight is negatively correlated with
its length. Inherently, this metric is biased towards nodes that are in a greater number
of cycles, but this potential shortcoming is not detrimental in our context. In fact,
eigenvector centrality can be seen as related to the idea of “filter bubbles” — that
is, if i influences all its neighbors towards a certain opinion, and then subsequently
forms its own opinion based on those of its neighbors, then the situation becomes a
feedback loop.
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We observed no cases in which ADV agents gained a high score on this metric,
either on average or individually, although they did appear to have a nonnegligible
amount of influence over each other when they were sequestered together. Predictably,
the HOM agents outperformed all others. This can largely be explained by the fact
that HOM clusters become maximally dense, so members of those clusters find their
EC scores inflated. The more interesting observation, though, is in the networks split
70/15/15, wherein HET agents end up in clusters with HOM agents and thus increase
their own centrality somewhat by association.
Clustering Coefficient: The clustering coefficient of a node is a proxy for the
fragmentation of the network in that node’s neighborhood, with higher values signi-
fying a more tightly-bound network. Again, we observe that when HET agents make
up a small portion of the network, they tend to find themselves sorted into HOM clus-
ters. However, when the network is more evenly split, HET agents have enormous
variability in this arena. HET agents in a 50/25/25 network were as likely to find
themselves isolated as they were to be included in dense clusters. When the network
was evenly split among archetypes, only HET agents with higher resistance were able
to maintain a position in any neighborhood, and those neighborhoods tended to be
less dense than either the neighborhoods of ADV or HOM agents.
3.3.3 Effects on Consensus
Networks composed of only homophilic agents tend toward at most two different
opinion poles, even for multidimensional opinion spaces. The introduction of ADV
agents increases this number of terminal opinion states by an additional two, but
only exceptional circumstances violate this general rule. Figure 3.7 shows examples
of agents’ movements through opinion space under different dual-type compositions.
The white dots represent each agent’s starting point in opinion space, and the black
dots represent each agent’s terminal opinion. The lines connecting them pass through
all opinions adopted in between. The absolute positions of dots are meaningless, but
opinions that are more alike appear closer together in the plot. The top-left panel
of the figure shows an inescapable outcome in homophilic networks. When all agents
seek to be more like their neighbors, a single consensus tends to form. In large enough
networks, multiple cohorts can form, but every cluster converges to a single opinion
quickly. Injecting other types of agents provides some opinion diversity, but e.g., in
the network split evenly between HOM and HET agents, even differing opinions can
be very similar in nature. The only network composition that proved to maintain
a constant flow of opinion was that split evenly between ADV and HET agents. It
should be noted that, while a single static consensus is detrimental, a network in
which no one can agree or make up their mind is no more desirable an outcome.
It has been shown that the presence of heterophilous agents in a network help
foster consensus [55]; our findings support this idea. Figure 3.8 shows the move-
ment of opinion averages over 100 steps in a network evenly split between all three
archetypes. The panels correspond to two levels of HET agent resistance to influ-
ence: 0.0 (top) and 0.5 (bottom). Each opinion has its own color, and lines of a single
color represent the average opinion on a single topic across the network. Each line
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Figure 3.6: The effects of resistance to opinion change on betweenness centrality.
Top row: All three archetypes evenly represented; HOM (blue), HET (green), ADV
(red). Bottom row: HOM agents twice as common as others. Columns: HET agents
susceptible/resistant to opinion influence.
shows the average of a single opinion over a separate experiment from the same initial
conditions. The figure shows that, when HET agents probabilistically update their
opinion whenever a strict majority of their friends have the opposite opinion (i.e.,
HET agents had a resistance level of 0.0, top panel), the network settles into a stable
opinion configuration at around t = 40. Here, the network exhibits a roughly 2/3 to
1/3 weighting on opinions of 1 versus opinions of -1 for every topic. Alternatively,
when HET agents require more disagreement from their friends with their own opin-
ions to consider changing (bottom panel), stable opinion configurations often do not
emerge at all. The network still seems to find a relative “comfort zone” with respect
the distribution of opinions, but each step sees some individuals change their mind.
This seems to show that having a cohort of relatively stubborn HET agents does not
generally cause chaos in the opinion space of a network, but rather fosters its ability
to remain somewhat fluid.
Figure 3.9 shows a more dramatic effect. Again, the top panel represents a network
with HET agents who update their opinion probabilistically based on the majority
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Figure 3.7: Movements through opinion space with different archetypes. White dots
represent initial opinions, black dots are terminal opinions, and lines are agent paths
over time. Most single- or dual-type networks tend towards a small set of terminal
opinions, but ADV/HET networks often maintain more opinion diversity.
rule. It can be seen that, on every topic, almost all individuals in the network had
the same opinion — either 1 or -1 — i.e., there were no topics that had a significant
number of proponents on both sides. However, when HET agents were more resistant
to changing their mind, several topics remained approximately evenly split; about half
the network had an opinion of 1, and the other half had an opinion of -1. Even though
the resistant HET agents made up only 15% of the network, their presence caused a
severe disruption in the process of average opinions drifting to the two opinion poles.
These results together support the idea that heterophilic agents who follow the same
update rules as their homophilic counterparts tend to lead networks toward opinion
stability.
Once those configurations were established, there was no further deviation. No-
table, then, is the fact that resistant HET agents seem to foster opinion fluidity in the
network, but not radically. That is, their presence, even in small numbers, appears to
be associated with an opinion space that quickly settles into a general configuration
within which some individuals are constantly exploring; it is not the case that these
networks exhibit highly chaotic evolutions in opinion over time. We ran the same
set of experiments again, but with a time horizon of 300 steps to see if these net-
works did eventually settle into a stable configuration. We found that they did not.
Networks with some portion of influence-resistant HET agents are able to maintain
a relatively, but not completely, stable opinion configuration across longer spans of
time than networks without.
Finally, we present a comparison in Figure 3.10 of average opinions in a network
with respect to specific archetypes. Again, each color represents the average opinion
on a single topic, and multiple lines of the same color represent the average opinion on
that topic over different runs from the same initial conditions. From top to bottom,
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Figure 3.8: The effect of resistant HET agents on opinion consensus. Both plots
show the network-wide average opinion on each topic, where the x-axis shows time,
and the y-axis shows the average opinion. Each color corresponds to one topic, and
multiple lines of the same color represent different runs begun from the same initial
conditions. If a line rises all the way to y = 1, it means every node in the network
adopted an opinion of 1 on that topic. If a line stays at y = 0, then half the nodes
have opinion 1 and the other half have opinion -1.
the figure shows the average opinions across all HOM agents, all HET agents, all
ADV agents, and the entire network. This figure displays the same results seen in
Figure 3.9 with HET agent resistance set to 0.5, but broken down by agent type.
The most notable result is that, with resistant HET agents present, HOM agents no
longer formed a unanimous opinion set across all topics. There was still consensus
on some topics, but others found a stable configuration with roughly half the agents
representing each of the two opinions (1 or -1). The HET agents were also unanimous
on some topics, although they showed more variability. Finally, the ADV agents did
not all reach a unanimous position on any topic, and showed the most variability in
terms of opinion space outcomes.
Not pictured are the type-specific results from the corresponding experiment with
non-resistant HET agents. As seen in the top panel of Figure 3.9, the entire network
reached near-unanimous average opinions very quickly, and then did not deviate
thereafter. There was some variability by agent type — HOM opinions became
unanimous by t = 10 in almost every run, HET opinions took longer to stabilize and
were slightly farther from unanimous, and ADV opinions never reached unanimity
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Figure 3.9: The effect of resistant HET agents on opinion consensus. Both plots
show the network-wide average opinion on each topic, where the x-axis shows time,
and the y-axis shows the average opinion. Each color corresponds to one topic, and
multiple lines of the same color represent different runs begun from the same initial
conditions. If a line rises all the way to y = 1, it means every node in the network
adopted an opinion of 1 on that topic. If a line stays at y = 0, then half the nodes
have opinion 1 and the other half have opinion -1.
but still found a 2/3 to 1/3 stable condition across topics, similar to the top panel of
Figure 3.8. Thus, when HET agents are not resistant, it appears that the network at
large has a stronger tendency toward unanimity of opinion than when they are.
These results illustrate the extent to which network dynamics can be influenced
by the presence of different agent types, and begs further investigation into more
archetypes. Specifically, while traditional conforming homophilic and contrarian het-
erophilic agents influence the network in predictable ways, the addition of conform-
ing agents that are directly in the middle of the homophilic/heterophilic continuum
and are harder to influence produced unexpected outcomes. They introduced a new
topological dynamic due to their particular behavior, and also fostered fluidity and
dissuaded unanimity in opinion space.
3.4 Exploration of Homophily-Conformity Space
The previous section comprises the work we published in [67], with our initial three
archetypes. We then developed three more archetypes to more completely span the
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Figure 3.10: A comparison of average opinions by type in a network with resistant
HET agents. When such agents are present in the network, even in small numbers,
they help dissuade the network from drifting to unanimous opinions on specific top-
ics. In the same experiment run with non-resistant HET agents, the opinion space
reached a stable configuration in which network opinions were near-unanimous, and
this condition was true across each archetype as well, although HET and ADV agents
stabilized in a more evenly divided configuration.
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Conforming Rebelling
Homophilic Reinforcer (R) Devil’s Advocate (DA)
Balanced Split-Conform (SC) Split-rebel (SR)
Heterophilic Explorer (E) Rebel Without a Cause (RWC)
Table 3.1: Agent Models
Figure 3.11: The six archetypes, plotted on the dimensions of conformity and ho-
mophily.
modeling space in which our interest lies. Here we present the agent models associated
with various regions of homophily-conformity space. The homophily dimension of
this space describes the value agents get from connections to others based on their
similarity in diffusion space. The similarity-loving agent is called homophilic, and the
difference-loving agent is called heterophilic. The conformity dimension is a trajectory
that can flow in one of two directions: either toward or away from the majority
or average opinion in a neighborhood; that is, agents can become either more or
less similar to their neighbors over time. Agents that become more similar to their
neighbors are called conforming, and those that become more dissimilar are called
rebelling. Agents that keep their original opinion no matter what are called stubborn.
Table 3.1 gives the names we will be using for each possible intersection of these
two attributes. Our three original agent types are contained within this set of models,
but we revised the naming scheme to better reflect our modeling intentions as well as
to alleviate some ambiguity. Agents that are homophilic and conforming are called
Reinforcers (R-type) because they seek out similarities and then strengthen them. We
referred to this type of agent as “HOM” throughout the previous section. Homophilic
agents that are rebelling instead are called Devil’s Advocate (DA-type) because they
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get the most value from connections to those who are similar to themselves, but
change their minds to ensure that their own position is opposed to the majority.
Agents that are conforming and heterophilic are called Explorers (E-type) because
they prefer to be around opinions they don’t already have, but still migrate towards
the opinions of others over time. Finally, agents that are heterophilic and rebelling
are called Rebels Without a Cause (RWC-type) because they seek out dissimilarity,
and then continue to move farther away from whatever the accepted local norm is,
as the characters do in the movie of that name. These are our “ADV” agents from
the previous section.
These agent types cover the four extremes of the conformity/homophily spec-
trum, but do not account for anything in between. We will define two additional
types to incorporate into our investigation. We defined the types above to be either
homophilic or heterophilic, meaning they derive the greatest value from the greatest
agreement or disagreement with their neighbors. The additional types value a mix of
both agreement and disagreement with any given neighbor, deriving the most utility
from neighbors who have the same opinion on half the available topics, and different
opinions on the other half. These two types gain zero value from connections to
others with whom they agree or disagree on everything. Both types use the same
reward scheme, but have opposite mobilities — that is, one type moves away from
the neighborhood average opinion, and the other moves toward it. We will call the
type that moves towards its neighbors’ opinions Split-conform (SC-type) and the one
that moves away from those opinions Split-rebel (SR-type). Our SC type agent is the
same as the “HET” agent from the previous section. Figure 3.11 shows the six types
and how they relate to the conformity/homophily dimensions.
This model is designed to explore the reaches of the characteristic space that
usually defines opinion diffusion research. The aim is to shed light on the aggregate
effects each of our agent models has on standard diffusion processes, especially when
they coexist in the same network and agents’ actions can effect those of others. These
experiments vary a large number of parameters to elucidate the differential impacts
each has on different agent types. The experiments are performed on dynamic net-
works, in which we allow agents to sever connections to neighbors they do not consider
valuable enough.
We build networks with different type prevalence distributions for the diffusion
process to play out on. We explore the dynamics of networks made up exclusively of
each agent type, as well as those composed of multiple agent types. For these mixes,
we vary the proportions of each agent type present, investigating all possible pairwise
combinations of agent types in equal proportions — i.e., each network is composed
of 50% Type I and 50% Type II; dual-type networks with imbalanced proportions
are also investigated. We also conduct simulations on networks with greater than
two types of equal and varying proportions. These conditions show how opposing
behaviors impact the flow of the overall diffusion process, both with and without the
possibility of agent self-sorting.
Finally, we look at the effects of agent resistance levels. Figure 3.11 shows that
the SR and SC agent types straddle the midpoint of the homophily axis, but nothing
occupies the midpoint of the conformity axis. Since conformity governs whether an
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agent moves toward or away from the dominant opinion in its neighborhood, an
agent in the middle of this axis would simply never change its mind. Such agents
are not unknown in the opinion diffusion literature, and are usually called “stubborn
agents” because of their unchanging nature [1, 15, 27]. In this model, the resistance
level of an agent (or all agents of a particular type) determines its likelihood of
changing opinions given a sufficient dominant opinion in its neighborhood; setting
this parameter equal to 1.0 makes the agent completely unchanging, and thus places
it squarely in the middle of the conformity axis. We explore the dynamics of networks
in which different agent types have different levels of resistance to opinion change,
including networks with completely stubborn or semi-stubborn agents.
3.5 Results
The main scientific contribution of this portion of our work is to provide a thorough
probing of the attribute space that typically characterizes opinion diffusion processes.
In this chapter, we introduced the notion of a two-dimensional space that each agent in
our simulations can inhabit. Their position in this space determines their preferences
and their mobility. In Section 2.9 we introduced six agent types — four that each sit
at one of the corners of this space, and two that sit at the extrema of one dimension
while straddling the midpoint of the other.
Most opinion diffusion research takes place on networks of agents that all behave
identically, or at least according to identical rules. That being the case, many results
gleaned by these works have limited applicability, as they rely on the assumption that
individuals’ behavior is governed by a single set of principles, which is not the case in
the real world. There are cohorts of individuals in society big enough to effect change
that do not necessarily adhere to these psychological principles. In order to begin
exploring homophily-conformity space, we first look at some basic statistics about
the behaviors of each agent type.
3.5.1 Density
In our contexts, “friending” and “unfriending” are always pertinent questions. How-
ever, deciding how such mechanisms should be implemented is challenging, as any
simulated approach to such processes is bound to be oversimplified, and must be
tuned. At the very least, things like the rate at which people friend and unfriend
each other must be set to reasonable values.
We began by running tests on scale free networks of 100 nodes, each containing
only a single agent type, and allowed the opinion diffusion process to play out. In these
tests, we set the parameter unf thresh = 0.5, so that agents would only consider
severing a connection if the reward they receive from that neighbor is less than half.
We ran five instances of 500 steps each, with an initial saturation of 5%. Agents’
decision to unfriend neighbors was determined by their type, and each agent was
presented with five randomly selected candidate neighbors at each time step. Agents’
probabilities of accepting a new friend or rejecting an old one are the parameters
friend and unfriend, respectively. We varied each of these parameters among the
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Figure 3.12: Network Densities Over Time – Scale free
values: 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, and monitored the network density over time with
each possible combination of values. The results are shown in Figure 3.12.
In the figure, each line represents the density over time of a single run, with some
pair of values friend , unfriend. Blue lines signify runs with friend> unfriend, red
lines show friend< unfriend, and purple lines show friend= unfriend. Black lines
represent runs in which either friend or unfriend have values 0 or 1. Runs with
friend= 1.0 tended to produce maximally dense networks, and those with unfriend=
1.0 tended toward some minimal density. First and perhaps most expected, R-type
networks tend (quickly) towards the maximum possible density, and the speed with
which this happens increases as the value of friend outstrips that of unfriend by
increasing amounts. There are some cases in which the ultimate network density
reached a sub-maximal equilibrium, and these terminal densities appear to be a direct
function of the ratio of friend to unfriend. Further, in almost all cases in which this
outcome was observed, the probability of severing a connection outweighed that of
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accepting a new one. Although Figure 3.12 only shows results on scale free graphs,
these patterns persist in both small world and random graphs, and they indicate that
conforming agents, regardless of position in homophily space, tend to clump together
and continually aggregate until reaching full network saturation.
The remaining types appear to fall into another category of characteristic behav-
ior. As a general rule, networks in most runs resolved to a basic equilibrium density
level that is a function of the ratio of friend to unfriend, and these equilibria are re-
stricted roughly between 0% and 35%. Upon closer examination, this behavior is easy
to explain in terms of average opinions and reward. SC agents, being conforming,
tend toward total opinion consensus across the network. Since they get zero reward
from total agreement, these agents cycle through neighbors because no agent gains
any reward from its connection to any other agent. Similarly, COVID-SR agents
often fall into a situation in which the network comes to a consensus point in opinion
space, and each turn every agent moves to the opposite point in that space. Since
new connections are always random, the density of the network relies directly on how
likely it is for a connection to be acquired versus how likely one is to be destroyed.
This was strictly true in the case of E agents, but RWC agents as well as both Split-
types experienced several cases in which the equilibrium density fell closer to 50%. Of
these four types, COVID-SR agents were the most likely to experience this situation.
These behaviors persisted across generation algorithms as well. The results in
Figure 3.12 were derived from allowing scale free networks to carry out a diffusion
process and organize themselves topologically, but it appears that the initial structure
of these networks has little to do with their ultimate densities. That is, networks com-
posed only of agents of a single type tend to organize themselves in predictable ways,
regardless of where in homophily/conformity space those agents reside. Furthermore,
these results reinforce the intuition that, in experiments with greater attention to
realism, the balance of friending and unfriending probabilities may not be enough to
guarantee results that also reflect the real world.
3.5.2 Opinions in Single-Type Networks
Figure 3.13 shows the average network opinions across time of networks made up
exclusively of our six agent types. Each plot in the figure represents average opinions
over time. Since opinions can take on values of 1 and -1, a plotted line would be
perfectly horizontal at y = 0 if the network maintained 50% of its agents with opinion
1 and 50% with opinion -1. If all agents believe the same thing about a particular
topic, that line will sit at either y = 1 or y = −1. All plots are shown for scale
free networks of 500 agents, each of whom experiences deterministic opinion updates,
but has some flexibility in terms of topological control — that is, agents have a 90%
chance of unfriending an undesirable neighbor, and a 10% chance of accepting new
friends at random. All environments involved four topics for agents to decide on.
Plots have been restricted to show only the first 50 time steps for clarity, as in these
cases there are no additional emergent patterns that appear after this point.
Immediately obvious from the plots is the fact that average network opinions’ long-
term trajectory is decided by the agents’ position in conformity space. Regardless of
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Figure 3.13: Average Opinions by Agent Type
whether agents prefer to be around others who are different, others who are similar,
or others who are both, their mobility through opinion space determines whether or
not the network will reach a complete consensus on any topic. Agents of types R, E,
and SC all eventually moved to a roughly terminal state in which all agents across
the network held the same opinions on topics. In other words, all of these networks
eventually made their way to a position in which, on any given topic, all agents had
the same opinion. Conversely, all three networks of rebelling agents fell quickly into
an oscillating pattern — at every time step, every agent would change its opinion on
every topic. Again, this behavior persisted among rebelling agents regardless of their
type’s reward function.
In Section 3.5.1 we mentioned that the trajectory of opinions held sway over the
agents’ self-organization options, and that becomes apparent here. For COVID-SR
and -SC agents, cases in which the entire network comes to a single consensus opinion
profile always produce a reward of 0 for all agents, as none of them prefers consensus
at all. This means that agents only keep friend connections until they are able to sever
them. E agents similarly do not benefit from consensus, but their tendency to move
in opinion space in a way that decreases their reward automatically puts them in the
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most restrictive situation of all the agents when it comes to finding and keeping friend
connections. Finally, RWC agents get 0 reward from a network-wide consensus, and
so find their way into interesting situations. For instance, agents would often find
themselves in subgroups of others who all disagreed with them. Since their group
disagrees with their own opinion, they are happy, and their neighbors get rewarded
by being connected to them. However, since the neighbors in question all have the
same opinion as each other, they do not maintain connections among themselves.
This leads to dependably sparser networks, but ones that do develop relatively stable
topologies.
In all cases, the overwhelming behavior of all agents was to arrive at a solid
opinion consensus across the network. These results tell us that conformity, and
not homophily, is the driving factor behind stability in consensus or lack thereof.
However, these simulations only tell us so much. As mentioned before, a main short-
coming of opinion diffusion research is the dearth of investigations on mixed-type
networks. Some work has investigated many aspects of networks involving contrarian
agents (rebelling, in our context) who inhabit a network generally also including ho-
mophilic/conforming agents, but these still only account for a small segment of agent
modeling possibilities, especially in the space typically used in opinion diffusion. We
extend that exploration by examining a wide variety of agent models defined across
homophily/conformity space.
3.5.3 Opinions in Dual-Type Networks
Our next set of opinion experiments involved all networks distributed half and half
between two agent types. Given our 6 agent types, there are 6C2 = 15 possible
type pairs. First, it should be noted that any pair of agents that both fall on the
same side of the conformity axis continue to exhibit similar behavior in opinion space
to single-type networks, as shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. That is, the networks
composed of R/E, R/SC, and E/SC agents found their way to total consensus
across all topics almost immediately and then settled there for the remainder of the
simulation. Similarly, networks comprising DA/RWC, DA/SR, and RWC/SR type
combinations all went almost immediately to a consensus on every topic and then
began oscillating, just as in the single-type cases. The slight bulges at the beginning
of these plots indicate that, within the first few steps, there was more significant
variation in agent opinions, but after a few steps the agents moved to a more-or-
less stable equilibrium. Interestingly, in these mixed networks there were cases when
a network would waver around an average opinion of 0 on a given topic, meaning
that the network was relatively evenly split. This indicates that, while agents agree
uniformly on most topics, they still allow some topics to be up for debate across
time. The conforming agents did not exhibit a similar pattern. These outcomes are
understandable, and even predictable. When paired together, agents from the same
region of conformity space will tend to exhibit similar aggregate opinion patterns
as networks made exclusively of one type or the other. Once we leave the realm of
agents with similar opinion mobility, results become less intuitive, and we can see the
magnitude of the effect had by mixing agents with different preferences and goals.
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Figure 3.14: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Only Conforming
Agents (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
Figure 3.15: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Only Rebelling Agents
(friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
Figure 3.16 shows average opinions across time for all other mixes of agents.
These plots are continued out to the 500th time step, as some cases showed continued
emergent behavior farther into the simulations.
First, it is notable that in networks of R/DA and R/RWC agents, the respective
behavior of the agents was consistent with the singe-type network cases. That is,
R agents quickly found a consensus and then remained there for the rest of the
simulation, while DA and RWC agents did the same and then proceeded to oscillate
each time step. It can be seen in the R/DA case that there is an occasional wavering of
the consensus in at least one topic, but the consensus still remains almost completely
undisturbed. Most interestingly among the cases involving R agents are networks
with a mix of R and COVID-SR agents. In these networks, R agents are induced into
oscillatory behavior on some topics just as the COVID-SR agents, revealing that there
is some susceptibility in the classical homophilic/conforming model to disruption of
consensus through simple deterministic interaction with agents of another model.
Some cases did still produce consensus on one or more topics within the population
of R agents, though, regardless of the disruption. These results are shown in the top
row of Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Other Agent Combi-
nations (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
Figure 3.17: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Only Conforming
Agents (friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
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Figure 3.18: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Only Conforming
Agents (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
Figure 3.19: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Only Rebelling Agents
(friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
Figure 3.20: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Only Rebelling Agents
(friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
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Figure 3.21: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Other Agent Combi-
nations (friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
Next, we point to the behavior of E agents. This agent model is an interesting case
in that it is always trying to be more like those around it, and yet as it becomes more
similar it seeks difference. Intuitively, one can imagine that these agents are prone to
a sort of opinion homelessness — they are always being drawn away from wherever
it is they are at the time — and this is borne out by the density trends in fully E
networks. E agents interact very differently with each different type of agent. Their
conforming behavior is reinforced when placed in networks with other conforming
agents, but becomes unpredictable otherwise. In a network with DA agents, notably
the agent type sitting directly across homophily/conformity space from themselves,
their behavior is very erratic, but not without structure. The DA agents tend toward
the expected oscillation, but the E agents’ average opinions are in constant flux. It
does appear that in most cases the opinion split among E agents is (very roughly)
2/1 across all topics. In addition, there is a clear momentum these average opinions
follow, first getting closer to an even opinion split and then wandering farther away
again before repeating the process. From the perspective of the E agents, this combi-
nation appears to foster a more organic fluidity in opinions than a strict or oscillating
consensus. In networks with E/RWC agents, the effects on average opinions go both
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Figure 3.22: Opinions in Dual-Type Scale Free Networks with Other Agent Combi-
nations (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
Figure 3.23: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Only Conforming
Agents (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
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Figure 3.24: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Only Conforming
Agents (friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
Figure 3.25: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Only Conforming
Agents (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
Figure 3.26: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Only Rebelling
Agents (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
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Figure 3.27: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Only Rebelling
Agents (friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
Figure 3.28: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Only Rebelling
Agents (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
ways. E agents’ opinions move similarly to the previous case, although their behav-
ior seems less generally mobile over time. E average opinions start out more or less
evenly split, and then move to a position closer to the 2/1 ratio observed in E/DA
networks. However, RWC agents’ opinions are also effected — on some topics, these
agents oscillate as before, but in many cases they will arrive at a nearly 1/1 ratio of
opinions on one or more topics, and that split remains stable across time thereafter.
It is possible that this behavior is similar to opinion tribalism, as we see in the real
world today. Finally, network with E/SR agents exhibit a different pattern still. Each
agent type appears to induce some entropy in the average opinions of the other for
the first few hundred steps. In rare situations, the E agents would reach a near-stable
consensus on a topic, but the majority of cases produced an E subpopulation that
arrived at a reasonably fair split between opinions across topics and stayed there.
This stable state was characterized by small movements in the average opinion across
E agents, but never of a magnitude sufficient to disrupt the equilibrium. COVID-SR
agents experienced greater fluctuation in their average opinions over the same course
of time as other agents, and then settle into their oscillating pattern thereafter. These
behaviors are shown in the second row of Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.29: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Other Agent Com-
binations (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
The only remaining row in the figure is the bottom one, in which SC agents are
the common factor. This is another notable delineation because of the widely varying
behaviors of this agent type depending on its partner type. When paired with an
RWC cohort, SC agents exhibited a wide range of average opinion trajectories. In
general, average SC opinions would a) reach a fuzzy consensus in which at least
90% of agents of this type shared the same opinion, b) oscillate between an average
value of roughly -0.5 and 0.5, or c) meander in a seemingly random way throughout
opinion space. The last situation was the least common; these wandering opinions
did tend to find their way toward one pole or the other, but we do not have enough
evidence yet to determine if the oscillation/consensus dichotomy is an inevitability
in these networks. RWC opinions in these same networks, although unstable at the
beginning of the simulations, tended ultimately toward either oscillation or consensus,
with an occasional topic finding a more even split. It is interesting that these agents’
change in behavior is nearly identical, regardless of the (non-rebelling) type with
which it is paired. When DA agents are paired with SC agents, they also tend to
fall into a predictable oscillating pattern. Further investigation reveals that there
are relatively few connections maintained between the two agent types throughout
these simulations, so DA agents are mostly left to their own devices, explaining their
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Figure 3.30: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Other Agent Com-
binations (friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
behavior easily. However, SC agents appear to fall into a pattern that is oscillatory
in nature, but not as regular and predictable as in other instances we have seen so
far. This pattern gives rise to periods of greater consensus among SC agents — the
peaks and valleys of the purple curves — and then periods of greater division, or the
places along the purple curves where all lines meet at around the same place. The
final case is that involving SC and COVID-SR networks.
These results show that, when all agents in a network fall on the same side of the
conformity spectrum, they fall into predictable characteristic opinion trajectories,
regardless of the reward functions of the remaining agents. In pairs comprising one
conforming type and one rebelling type, the predictability of opinion behavior is
often dissolved. The self-organization of agents with different reward functions and
opinion mobilities leads to long-term opinion evolution that contravenes assumptions
that hold for networks of only a single agent type. Two questions immediately arise
based on the results in Figures 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16: what are the effects of rebalancing
friend and unfriend, and of the topology generation algorithm? Figures 3.17 through
3.40 illustrate the results of testing on different balances of friend and unfriend and
using scale free, small world, and random network generation.
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Figure 3.31: Opinions in Dual-Type Small World Networks with Other Agent Com-
binations (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
Figure 3.32: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Only Conforming Agents
(friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
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Figure 3.33: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Only Conforming Agents
(friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
Figure 3.34: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Only Conforming Agents
(friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
Figure 3.35: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Only Rebelling Agents
(friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
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Figure 3.36: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Only Rebelling Agents
(friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
Figure 3.37: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Only Rebelling Agents
(friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
A few patterns become immediately obvious. First consider the case of networks
with only conforming agents. In these networks, it is plain to see that the tendency
remains the same, regardless of initial conditions: conforming agents come to con-
sensus and then continually reinforce it. It appears the only controlling factor in
these cases is the networks’ tendency toward saturation — that is, friend/unfriend
balances that favor connection more and disconnection less. The more the conditions
of a network cause it to saturate, the more quickly the network arrives at its con-
sensus. For networks of rebelling agents, much the same is true. They tend to fall
into their characteristic oscillatory pattern rather quickly, and this is sped up when
friend increases and/or unfriend decreases. As with the first networks we presented,
the real disparities lie in the networks with non-conformity-matching agent types. As
with the original case, any network involving R agents reaches a predictable point
quickly. Any time an R agent cohort is paired with a rebelling agent cohort, the av-
erage opinions among the R agents tend toward a consensus position while the other
agents oscillate. Again, the only exception to this is networks composed of R/SR
agents, that induce oscillation among the R agents as well. These outcomes are all
echoed in networks with more even balances of friend to unfriend.
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Figure 3.38: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Other Agent Combina-
tions (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
Next we examine networks with a subpopulation of E agents. Under the condition
of friend= .1, unfriend= .9, the E cohort of networks shared with rebelling agents
follows predictable patterns. When paired with DA agents, the E population tends
to be quite erratic in its average opinions, exhibiting something roughly approaching
a 2-to-1 split across topics, although this proportion varies significantly over time and
does not appear to stabilize. In networks with RWC agents, this behavior remains
much the same. Finally, in networks with SR agents, the E agents tend to experience
a period at the beginning of each simulation during which opinions vary greatly, but
eventually these agents settled into a pattern of opinion oscillation tightly bound
around a 50/50 split. In all of these cases, the rebelling agents’ opinions would
generally oscillate just as they would on their own. Notably, RWC agents do appear
to be driven to a roughly even split on topics in several cases when paired with E
agents, showing the latter’s natural disruptive abilities. Although the initial topology
of the network does not seem to have a great deal of impact on average opinions over
time, the connection and disconnection probabilities do.
In the last row of each of these figures, we see networks containing a subpopu-
lation of SC agents. When paired with RWC agents and with low friending/high
unfriending probabilities, opinions of both types of agents seem very erratic; RWC
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Figure 3.39: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Other Agent Combina-
tions (friend= .25, unfriend= .75)
agents tend to oscillate more as usual, and SC agents move around opinion space
much more randomly. With the 25%/75% probability distribution, another pattern
emerges. There is still some oscillation among RWC opinions, but it appears to
taper off significantly, instead staying mostly stable with an even opinion split. How-
ever, at the same time SC agents come to something much closer to consensus. In
nearly every case, SC agents were split in a roughly 3:1 ratio across all topics, and
though there was a significant amount of variation around these proportions, they
remain relatively intact indefinitely. Finally, when friending and unfriending become
equally likely, these networks devolve into wild opinion oscillation throughout the
experiment. In networks with SR agents, there appears to be no stability whatso-
ever in aggregate opinions. The average opinion for all topics in all cases appears
at first glance as simply a large noise signal centered around 0. The only apparent
effect on this situation due to the friend/unfriend parameters is that the magnitude
of these signals increases the more balanced the probabilities become. The final set
of networks we studied comprised SC and DA agents. In general, DA agents tend
to oscillate as expected, and the opinions of SC agents meander and are generally
random when networks stay more sparse. As the friend/unfriend ratio increases, the
entropy of these opinions does so as well. Under the 50%/50% condition, SC opinions
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Figure 3.40: Opinions in Dual-Type Random Networks with Other Agent Combina-
tions (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
become unpredictable. In some cases, the agents came to a solid consensus about one
or more topics. In others, average opinions continually moved wildly over time. In
other instances, a somewhat stable opinion split of roughly 2:1 would emerge on some
topics. Further, these patterns appear to depend somewhat on the initial topology
of the network. It is understandable that, for instance, a scale free network would
produce similar but noticeably different results to a random network, as the degree
distribution of the former is much less entropic than the latter. Over time, though, we
hypothesize that all dynamic networks with randomly selected new connections will
always evolve into similar states, regardless of initial topology, based on the behavior
of the agents.
3.5.4 Other Metrics
We gathered a number of other metrics for all of our other experiments as well:
degree, eigenvector, closeness, and betweenness centrality; clustering coefficient; and
reward. For brevity, we will not show the complete results from each of those metrics




Since an agent’s reward signal is one of the defining characteristics of its type, we first
examine how satisfied agents tend to be in mixed networks, and using the default
network evolution mechanics. In networks of all conforming agents, R agents are
nearly always able to maximize their reward. This is expected, as these agents’
opinion mobility moves them into areas where their reward will be maximized —
that is, these agents prefer similarity to one another, and they become more similar
over time. However, the other two conforming types do not perform as well. Both E
and SC agents in these agents almost immediately drop to zero reward and do not
waver from there. Since these networks tend toward strict consensus, both E and SC
agents’ reward functions are minimized. It is easy to show that these agents must be
placed in networks that do not dependably ossify in their opinions in order to pursue
their own preferences.
Of the networks comprising only rebelling agents, DA/RWC networks are the
most predictable with respect to reward. In these networks, DA agents perform sim-
ilarly to their R counterparts in conforming networks in that they immediately jump
to maximum reward and stay there. However, RWC agents do the exact opposite,
and are immediately dropped to minimal reward. Networks of DA/SR agents exhibit
similar patterns, but slightly less dependably. In these networks, DA agents usually
attain maximum reward, and SR agents attain none. There are some instances in
which the former plateau at a submaximal level, and similarly ones in which the
latter stabilize at an average reward level above zero. Finally, in RWC/SR networks,
SR agents are able to gather more reward than in other all-rebelling networks, and
RWC agents tend to either match them or gather less reward. These patterns can
be more erratic than the others, though, and appear to differ slightly between initial
topologies. Additionally, it appears that these agents are generally more effective at
pursuing their own reward when friend is lower and unfriend is higher.
Next we turn our attention to mixed networks. First and perhaps most expected
is the fact that R agents tend to achieve maximal reward regardless of their partner
type in the network. In networks with DA agents, both agent types are typically
able to achieve maximum reward consistently across conditions. In the rare case that
agents plateau at a submaximal average reward level, both agent types’ performance
is nearly identical. Neither RWC nor SR agents paired with R agents do not perform
as well. Both agent types tend to plateau around a reward level of 0.5 after some
initial variability.
3.6 Summary
The reward-seeking capabilities of E agents depends largely on its paired type. No-
tably, these agents are incapable of achieving any long-term reward in conforming-only
networks because of their tendency toward absolute consensus. Hence, these agents
can only hope to profit in an environment that dissuades such an outcome. In net-
works with DA agents, there is a wide variability in the reward of E agents, but it
does appear to center around a median level while DA agents quickly maximize their
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reward and stabilize. Different friending and unfriending dynamics induce slightly
different outcomes, including a number of instances under the 25%/75% condition in
which E agents almost universally maximized their reward after about 200 time steps,
but the majority of instances followed the original pattern, with agents plateauing at
a reward of around 0.3 to 0.5. E agents similarly tend to waver somewhere around
0.5 average reward when paired with RWC agents, and there are again occasional
exceptions. The RWC agents, on the other hand, perform consistently better than
their counterparts. In these networks, RWC agents reach a relatively stable average
reward level between approximately 0.5 and 0.9 and then stay there for the duration
of the simulation. E/SR networks exhibit the most unpredictable behavior. When
friend << unfriend, E agents perform the best of any of their cases, coming repeat-
edly to an average reward of about 0.7, and SR agents stabilize around 0.4. When
the two parameters become more balanced, the situation reverses, with E agents
averaging 0.5 and SR agents averaging 0.9.
Similar to E agents, SC agents can only hope to achieve any reward in networks
containing nonconforming agents. In SR/RWC networks, both agent types appear
to perform about as well as each other when the network tends toward less over-
all connectivity, eventually producing a situation under the 50%/50% condition in
which SC agents perform very well and stabilize at around 0.9, whereas RWC agents
plateau at 0.5. SR/SC networks see all agents performing roughly the same. In these
networks, average reward appears to simply oscillate around a level of approximately
0.65 across all conditions, of course with occasional exceptions as well. Finally, when
SC and DA agents inhabit the same network, the latter perform in typical fashion and
stabilize at maximum reward consistently. On the other hand, SC agents’ abilities
are limited by the balance of friending and unfriending. When friend << unfriend,
these agents drop quickly to 0 reward and never recover. As the balance becomes
even, these agents are able instead to find a reward equilibrium of around 0.4.
Degree Centrality
Given these observations about reward accumulation and the correlations those pat-
terns have with opinion space evolution and our agent types, we next look at some
measures of connectivity within the networks. After all, an R agent with no con-
nections has a reward of 1 because its own opinion is identical to itself (homophily),
and an RWC (or either of the Split- types) agent with no connections has a reward
of 0 because it always prefers the opposite opinion (heterophily, in the case of RWC
agents) or because its own opinion technically constitutes universal consensus in a
neighborhood of size 1. It stands to reason that some of the observations about
reward-seeking behavior are simply the result of topological considerations such as
these.
In all-conforming networks, we see a familiar pattern. R agents generally accumu-
late new connections until they can’t any longer, and the other two conforming types
generally have much smaller neighborhoods. In rebelling networks, DA agents usually
end up with more connections regardless of their partner. RWC agents only accu-
mulate more connections when paired with SR agents, and those agents tend toward
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Figure 3.41: Rewards in Dual-Type Scale-free Networks with Other Agent Combina-
tions (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
more connection rather than less, regardless of their paired type. Even then, RWC
agents lose out in terms of degree when the balance between friend and unfriend
becomes more even.
In mixed networks, we also see some familiar patterns. Both R and DA agents tend
toward maximum degree centrality over time when paired together, and in R/RWC
networks the R agents stick to their typical behavior while RWC agents plateau
somewhere around 0.5. This is also the case in R/SR networks, although there is
more variability in these instances. In E/DA networks, as expected, DA agents tend
toward maximum degree centrality, while E agents end up disconnected entirely.
This situation is alleviated as friending becomes more likely and unfriending less.
E/RWC networks are similar in that E agents tend to be less connected and RWC
agents plateau at a higher level, and as the network tends toward more connectivity
the degree centrality of E agents begins to mirror that of RWC agents. In E/SR
networks, both types tend toward similar degree centralities under low-connection-
probability conditions, and reach higher equilibria in networks with high connection
probability, SR agents outperforming E agents slightly. RWC/SC networks also see
the centralities of agents of both types increasing over time, illustrating an interesting
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Figure 3.42: Rewards in Dual-Type Scale-free Networks with Other Agent Combina-
tions (friend = .5, unfriend = .5)
connective synergy between these two designs. SR/SC networks remain extremely
sparse when friend is low, with both types averaging around .1. With a greater
tendency toward acquiring and keeping connections, these levels rise to around .5
for both agent types, with a few exceptional instances. Finally, DA/SC networks
showed a stark difference in the connective capabilities of the two types: DA agents,
as expected, maintain a high degree centrality, while SC agents perform much worse.
Their overall outcomes appear to depend heavily on friend and unfriend as well.
3.6.1 Clustering Coefficient
The last metric we examine here is clustering coefficient: a measure for each agent
that is a rough proxy for how well-interconnected that agent’s neighbors are. Whereas
degree centrality describes how many connections each agent has, this metric provides
a window into how densely the neighborhoods of different agents are populated. It
can be useful to examine the ways in which flows of influence begin to bleed into one
another. Some outcomes we observe here follow directly from what we have already
established, and thus will only be briefly mentioned for completeness.
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Figure 3.43: Degree Centrality in Dual-Type Scale-free Networks with Other Agent
Combinations (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
In all networks in which they appear, R agents’ neighborhoods are very dense, and
so they maintain a high clustering coefficient on average across all parameter settings.
E and SC agents both inhabit much more sparse neighborhoods, and this effect is
increased when they are paired together. The actual density of the neighborhoods
depends on the values of friend and unfriend. All-rebelling networks perform nearly
identically to all-conforming ones: that is, DA agents always have denser neighbor-
hoods than either RWC or SR agents, and those two types produce the most sparse
networks when paired together. In general, from these results we can conclude that
homophilic agents alone are able to cluster densely in any network. Generally speak-
ing, SR agents are the least likely to inhabit dense neighborhoods, although there
are some exceptions. When paired with SC agents, the two types’ averages tend
to closely mirror each other. SC and RWC agents individually tend toward sparser
neighborhoods, with the only exception being when they are in a network together.
E agents typically have sparse neighborhoods as well, but of all the types discussed
thus far, they appear to be the most dependent on their paired type.
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Figure 3.44: Degree Centrality in Dual-Type Scale-free Networks with Other Agent
Combinations (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
3.7 Conclusion
Here we began with the intuition driving opinion diffusion research: agents occupy
some point in opinion space, and by mathematically aggregating the positions of their
neighbors in that space, they can properly rearrange themselves according to some
internal set of rules. In most of the relevant literature, it has been taken as a given that
agent behavior follows certain patterns, and that agents behave homogeneously. In
this research, agents base their behavior on two pieces of information: their preference
over neighbors’ opinions (homophily), and whether they move toward or away from
the neighborhood opinion over time (conformity). We introduced six agent types
embedded within the space created by these two axes to investigate their individual
and collective behavior.
This investigation of course reaffirmed well-documented phenomena in this space,
e.g., the tendency of homophilic and conforming agents to form a unanimous opinion.
However, the motivation behind this still-ongoing body of work is to explore the
new assumptions and characteristic patterns we can expect to see once some of the
common base assumptions of other work have been violated. While some work in this
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Figure 3.45: Local Clustering Coefficient in Dual-Type Scale-free Networks with
Other Agent Combinations (friend= .1, unfriend= .9)
area moves in the same direction, to our knowledge the entire homophily/conformity
space has not yet been explored. We can say for certain that the real world, and
social networks therein, are composed of different individuals with different value
systems, experiences, and drives, and so beginning to do research in areas such as
voting theory with these paradigms in mind may be of use.
We can glean some interesting insights from this work. First and foremost, agents
that are both conforming and homophilic, roughly speaking, experience the most of
everything. That is, they are extreme in their opinion polarization, they tend toward
completely dense networks and neighborhoods, they gain the most reward over time,
etc. However, with the exception of average opinion, all of those characteristics are
true not only of R agents, but DA agents as well, meaning that it is the homophily
dimension that holds the most sway over overall connectivity and reward. Similarly,
we learned that the conformity dimension is the determining factor in opinion tra-
jectories; conforming agents tend toward unanimous consensus, and rebelling agents
oscillate between opposite points in opinion space. When combined in pairs, agent
types on the same side of the conformity axis will produce the same resulting opinion
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Figure 3.46: Clustering Coefficient in Dual-Type Scale-free Networks with Other
Agent Combinations (friend= .5, unfriend= .5)
profiles as when they exclusively make up the network, but different combinations
produce sometimes unpredictable results. E agents, who conform to the group they
are around but are dissatisfied with similarity, always perform in a way that is de-
pendent on the type of the other agents in the network. SC agents are only different
in that they are only completely dissatisfied with absolute agreement or absolute dis-
agreement, and they similarly appear to depend heavily on their paired type across
all metrics.
While these other metrics are interesting, the major focus of this work was to in-
vestigate the influence on opinion trajectory of different type combinations. Perhaps
most interesting is the disruptive ability of SR agents on the opinion dynamics of R
agents, who are otherwise usually dependable and unshakable. For most intents and
purposes, unequivocal and permanent consensus on a topic are not ideal conditions,
and some insight into the disruption of such conditions is always valuable. Other
major disruption was visible in networks containing E agents and a rebelling type.
The E agents’ own opinion trajectories vary drastically depending on other condi-
tions, and their presence limits or altogether eliminates oscillatory behavior in the
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other agent type. We see a similar effect in networks with SC agents and either DA
or RWC agents. Networks composed of both Split- types exhibit consistently balance
each other well in many ways.
Moving forward, this investigation will encompass all possible networks made up
of any combination of these agent types. After all, it is likely that, while the human
population is mostly made up of people who roughly fit the description of R agents,
the real-world social network is made up of innumerable pockets, some larger and
some smaller, of individuals who don’t fit that paradigm, and the interplay of these
groups is what truly shapes the motion of opinions across one or more societies over
time. Studying these inter-type influences will hopefully shed much needed light into
previously unexplored areas of not only opinion diffusion research, but the many areas
that intertwine with and depend on it.
We examined the literature concerning opinion diffusion in general, and more
specifically the implications of modified agent types and diverse behaviors in these
contexts, and found that nearly all agent behavioral models in use could be described
within a framework of two characteristic axes: homophily and conformity. Most
agents represented in this literature fall in one specific corner of this space, and
the variants thus far investigated have only illuminated small portions of it. Our
investigation is the first to begin thoroughly mapping agent behavior from each major
region of homophily/conformity space, outside of the context of attraction-repulsion
models. Our work unifies many aspects of research in emergent aggregate behaviors
over networks, most notably self-sorting [64] (see Figure 3.2), consensus formation
[23], threshold models or “subbornness” [40], and contrarianism [34].
In addition to the canonical models from homophily/conformity space, we intro-
duced entirely novel agents who fall directly in the center of the homophily axis —
that is, they prefer balanced agreement and disagreement with their neighbors, il-
lustrating that they can induce interesting behaviors in other agent types, including
breaking the consensus-forming tendencies of another well-studied agent type. The
dynamics introduced by mixing agent types in a network is and will continue to be of
interest to researchers not only in computer science, but fields as broad as political
science, economics, epidemiology, and sociology in the coming years.
Our work has provided a well-defined framework for agent models in opinion
diffusion experiments, and will continue to fill in the gaps between explored agent
models and their emergent behaviors in different settings. This groundwork provides
the basis upon which we can continue to build our knowledge, both empirically and
analytically, of the many diverse effects each of these motivational schema for agents
has on the others.
Copyright© Patrick Vaden Shepherd, 2021.
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Chapter 4 Agent-Based Modeling for Public Health
Our software platform outlined in Chapter 2 was designed for opinion diffusion re-
search specifically, but with enough generality that it could in part support other
experiments. With the outbreak of COVID-19, we began extending that function-
ality to simulate pandemics as well. Our particular research interest is in viewing
pandemic response policies from the vantage points of individual agents rather than
a centralized controller separate from the network itself. Responses to the pandemic
worldwide were diverse, with some jurisdictions implementing strong intervention
measures, and others implementing few or none at all. Governments or other regu-
latory agencies’ policies can only work as well as their enforcement capabilities will
allow, meaning that in some cases a populace may be suppressed unduly for a com-
parably negligible benefit, depending on other conditions that may contribute to
the transmission of the disease. We are investigating the characteristics of response
policies on an agent-specific level, with the hope that we can provide insight to pol-
icymakers in the future to help optimize measures of public health while impeding
the natural course of everyday people’s lives as little as possible. In this chapter, we
describe the new modeling capabilities we implemented over our existing software to
accommodate agent-based pandemic models with an economic component included.
4.1 Introduction
Opinion diffusion and disease spread models generally use different mechanisms for the
transmission of the condition in question, that being an opinion vector in the former
and a health condition in the latter. Opinion diffusion involves an agent assessing the
current publicly known opinion of one or more others within the network, performs
some aggregation on those opinions, and uses the result to update the agent’s personal
opinion. Generally speaking, agent-based disease transmission models consider the
spread of the disease to be effected through individual dyadic interactions between
agents. The other most common modeling approach is to solve a system of differential
equations in the sizes of the various subpopulations (susceptible, infected, etc.). We
do not adopt this approach ourselves, and so will only mention it when necessary.
There is a profusion of model specifications in this area of research, each with small
considerations that make it unique. This aspect of our software is under ongoing
development so that an even larger number of paradigms can be effortlessly called
forth and tweaked to the user’s needs. Our current work has added considerable
power to our platform for use in agent-centric approaches to pandemic simulation.
This extension to the software has added several features. First and foremost,
it provides mechanisms that cover the transmission functionality for SI, SIS, SIR,
SEIS, and SEIR pandemic models. These are overwhelmingly the most common in
the literature, and are our main focus for now. It expands agent properties to in-
clude an optional position in 2D space, a feature common in pandemic simulation
research owing to the fact that interactions are often triggered by two agents phys-
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ically interacting in that space as they move. We have implemented a framework
to include homes and businesses in the network as well. When this functionality is
used, the software uses an empirical housing occupancy distribution to roughly mir-
ror the United States population in terms of physical domestic clustering by default.1
This distribution can also be manually introduced. Our implementation provides for
businesses to be incorporated by defining business categories. In our tests, we adopt
a simple model in which all businesses are either necessities (e.g., grocery stores,
pharmacies, gas stations) or services (doctors’ and dentists’ offices, barber shops, car
tune-up shops). The user may define how many businesses are to exist in the network,
as well as the proportion of all businesses those from each category will make up.
In these simulations, agents must be motivated to explore the environment in some
way, thereby creating the possibility of disease transmission. Some research involves
examining the spread of a disease over the constant edge structure of the network, only
allowing interactions between connected agents; other work has agents move randomly
in 2D space and interact when they come into contact. More detailed models will
also incorporate information like social distancing practices and/or ventilation within
each location, the type of location (home, business, school, etc.), the time of day,
agent-level socioeconomic and professional characteristics, and any number of other
features salient to the questions being asked. Our agents are economically and socially
motivated by needs that grow over time. Our implementation includes agent-specific
demand curves corresponding to each type of business in the network, as well as a
demand for social interaction. Over time, agents will need to satisfy these demands
by either visiting a business of the type desired, or by visiting with a social connection
who also wants to have a social visit. These needs cause agents to move throughout
the network visiting businesses, friends’ homes, as well as their own homes, over time.
As agents come into contact with others, the disease spreads through the network,
and the nature of that spread depends in part on the way agents manifest their own
motivations. In addition to these mechanics, we have also implemented the ability
for agents to wear masks during their interactions, and a mask-aware transmission
model.
Much study has been done to develop and examine policies for non-pharmaceutical
interventions such as vaccination policies, mask mandates, social distancing require-
ments, and the like. In terms of analysis, researchers typically design a number of
policies for agents to adopt and then examine their differential effects on measures
such as overall economic activity, total number of infected, total number of dead, or
total number of hospital beds occupied. Other times these policies’ aggregate cost is
measured as well. Another large branch of research deals with using reinforcement
learning to develop the most effective response policies, either a priori or in real time,
where the policies are actuated by a central controller. These extensions to our sys-
tem are able to emulate these conditions as well, but our main focus in on the agent
view rather than the controller.
In this chapter, we present the details of the modeling framework we have put in
place, and show a few selected results from running simulations with hand-crafted
1With thanks to Emory Hufbauer for this suggestion, and for the details used here.
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policies to show the baseline performance of the system. Moving forward, we will use
this extension to continue our research into policies and behaviors at the agent level
that can effect a significant impact over the diffusion of a disease.
4.2 Related Work
There has been a flood of work on pandemic models and analyses thereof in the
past year. Some research focuses on social distancing policies to “flatten the curve”
[13, 50]. Other work seeks to learn the most effective centralized lockdown policies
to control the pandemic.
Kano et al. propose a model that captures the same intuition as our own: that
the economic and pandemic spaces, while overlapping and able to affect each other,
are not directly related [48]. In it, agents are explicitly economic actors interested
in satisfying their needs for goods from each of four categories, some necessities,
and some luxuries. The authors use this model to explain some expected economic
effects that may arise from a pandemic, such as wealth transfers, the obsolescence of
certain industries, etc. Alvarez et al. propose a planning problem in which a central
controller attempts to minimize deaths from infection as well as cumulative response
cost [4]. This investigation is meant to explore the characteristics and parameters that
define an effective lockdown policy. Charpentier et al. look at the optimal central
control problem from the point of view of a controller with the ability to impose
both lockdowns and testing interventions, and which is constrained by the number
of hospital beds in use [17]. The main focus of the paper is on the intensive care bed
constraint.
Bauch et al. introduce the topic of individual decision-making in a pandemic with
respect to a ‘vaccination game,’ modeled game theoretically, and then evaluate the
Nash equilibria [11]. Biswas et al. also look at a control problem involving vaccines
[12]. Here, the controller is tasked with solving for the optimal vaccination sched-
ule subject to various constraints. Ferchiou et al. develop a bioeconomic model to
estimate the impacts of several different lockdown exit strategies, with significant
attention paid to the individual demographics and their impact on the trajectory of
the experiments [31].
Kaszowska et al. introduce an agent-based model with the intention of investigat-
ing whether or not the economic impacts of lockdown strategies make them feasible
[49]. The authors carry out simulations in many different scenarios: mild voluntary
restrictions, mobility restrictions, a gradual introduction of mixed response compo-
nents, and the control case in which there are no restrictions. Ye et al. introduce
a model in which agents wear masks probabilistically based on a number of factors
including the proportion of their neighbors wearing them (homophily) and their cu-
mulative cost of wearing masks over time [78]. Stutt et al. look specifically at the
impacts of self-protective measures in epidemic simulations [71]. Specifically, the au-
thors explore the combinations of mask effectiveness and mask adoption rates that
produce a disease reproduction number suitable for it to be eliminated. Akinci et
al. use an evolutionary algorithm similar in spirit to a genetic algorithm to optimize
the duration and timing of lockdowns over a finite period [2].
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Other notable works and case studies investigating the effects of various param-
eters on disease progression include: Atkeson et al., which is highly cited for its
underlying model and estimation of various disease meta-parameters [7]; Goyal et al.,
who carry out a detailed case study of UC San Diego [38]; and Olivier et al., who
carry out a similar case study on the broader population of South Africa [58]. Var-
ious works focused more intently on the economic impacts of the pandemic include:
Eichenbaum et al., perform a thorough study of the macroeconomic implications of
a pandemic in an environment with features such as containment and vaccination
[26]; Jordà et al., who investigate the underlying mechanics of economic impacts
in different setting, and find that the nature of econonomic downturns as a result
of pandemics is different than, e.g., the downturns experienced in war [46]; Favero
et al., who look at data from the pandemic in Italy to examine lockdown and exit
policies, economic effects, and the impact of individuals’ mobility choices [30]; and
Brotherhood et al. investigate the roles played by both age demographics and testing
in the progression of the disease, along with individual choices about mobility during
the course of the pandemic.
Most of the works above deal heavily with agent modeling, but still few take on
the agent’s point of view in these simulations to investigate how incentive structures
and other considerations affect the most granular behavior of the network. Often,
the agent modeling is meant to add texture to the diffusion space so that it will react
in a more detailed and realistic manner, in aggregate, to top-down policies. Our
software extension is meant to support experiments that will take into account the
policies and responses of individual agents pursuing economic and social needs while
avoiding becoming infected. The platform provides a basic pandemic transmission
mechanism dominant in the literature, an additional physical layer for the agents to
inhabit alongside their social layer, abilities for agent self-protection, internal agent
motivations that increase and decrease over time to drive agent activity.
4.3 Extension of the Modeling Software
In order to carry out these experiments on our software, a number of extensions had
to be built to support functionality specific to this context. In general, we had to alter
the condition update functionality to fit a simple SEIR epidemic model, implement a
physical location layer on top of the social connections inherent in the networks, design
and build an economic and social demand model to drive agent activity, and modify
the reinforcement learning framework to accommodate our specific experiments. We
will discuss each of these extensions in detail in the following sections.
4.3.1 Epidemic Modeling
In its most basic form, we chose to use the well-established Susceptible-Exposed-
Infected-Recovered (SEIR) and Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Susceptible (SEIS) mod-
els [6, 42, 47, 74, 76] to emulate a pandemic spreading through our networks. Abun-
dant data over the last year indicates that there is an incubation period for SARS-
CoV-2 during which individuals may be infectious but asymptomatic, making these
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Figure 4.1: SEIR and SEIS pandemic transmission models.
models an apt fit. The former model simulates a disease to which individuals become
immune after recovering from infection, and the latter allows for the possibility of
reinfection.
Figure 4.1 shows the basic mechanics of these two transmission models. In the
SEIR model, most agents start out in the susceptible (S) state, and a small portion
are initialized as exposed (E) or infected (I). Each time step, agents are compelled to
act through whatever mechanism is appropriate to the experiment. Whenever two
agents interact, if one of them is susceptible and the other is exposed or infected,2
then the susceptible agent will transition to state E with probability pE. At the end
of each time step, agents in state E will transition to state I with probability pI , and
those in state I will recover with probability pR. Once an agent is in state R, it can
never become infected again. We will refer to the health state of agent i as healthi.
The SEIS model works in much the same way. Susceptible agents, having inter-
acted with exposed or infected agents, transition states with the relevant probability
as above. However, infected agents will transition back into the susceptible state
with probability pS during each call to update the network, thus making them can-
didates for infection once again. Because of these design differences, research using
the SEIR model aims to combat the spread of the disease quickly, and thus often
includes an emphasis on developing intervention plans a priori to be implemented
on short notice when pandemic conditions arise. SEIS models, on the other hand,
allow for an emphasis on sustainability over time, perhaps more relevant to a disease
that becomes endemic such as the flu. There are many variants on these models that
include additional states such as quarantined, hospitalized, and dead [60].
2In some models, agents in state E are contagious and can transmit the disease, but in others
transmission is only possible when one interacting agent is in state I.
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We use one modification to the original SEIR and SEIS models to reflect the
effectiveness of taking self-protective measures. Relevant to the current pandemic,
the voluntary and mandatory use of masks in public spaces has become commonplace,
and a great deal of current research is exploring the effectiveness of this approach
along with other measures. There does appear to be evidence that masks have some
effect in stemming the spread of the disease, so we have replaced pE with four new
probabilities to reflect whether or not the relevant agents are wearing masks. When
an exposed agent j interacts with a susceptible agent i, i becomes exposed with
probability: a) pE00 if neither i nor j are wearing masks, b) pE10 if i is masked and j
is not, c) pE01 if j is masked and i is not, and d) pE11 if both are wearing masks. These
probabilities can be set in a number of ways to reflect different assumptions about
the effectiveness of wearing masks. For instance, setting pE00 > pE01 > pE10 > pE11
models the hypothesis that masks are more effective at keeping the masked person
from spreading the disease than at protecting the masked person from otherwise
unrestrained disease.
4.3.2 Agent Behavior
Our spatial environment is comprised of two layers: the social layer, connecting
agents to their friends, family, etc., and the physical layer, made up of businesses
and service providers that agents need to satisfy their economic needs as described
in Section 4.3.3, as well as residences for agents.
Initially, the social layer of the network is created as normal according to the
properties provided by the user. Agents in our environment are cohabitant, with
up to eight agents living in the same house. Recent housing data were used to
approximate the distribution of number of homes by occupancy, and then create
homes and distribute agents to them accordingly [69]. The process for assigning
agents to homes is straightforward. First, a maximum occupancy number is drawn at
random from the empirical occupancy distribution, and a new home is created that
is to have the selected number of occupants. Then, unassigned agents are selected
uniformly at random to be occupants of the home until its limit has been reached.
This process continues until no agents remain unassigned to a home. Once all homes
have been initialized, any missing edges between pairs of agents in the same home
are created, making each home group a clique. All agents begin each simulations in
their home location.
In addition to homes, agents have economic needs that they satisfy by visiting
businesses. We introduced a new mechanism to our software package allowing users to
define categories of businesses, the total number of businesses to distribute throughout
the network, and the proportions of each category those businesses should be. For
our experiments, we maintained a simple model with only two types of businesses:
those that sell necessities, and those that provide services. The intuition behind this
is the categorization of individuals’ desires into ‘able to be postponed’ and ‘not able
to be postponed.’ Agents have some level of demand for each of these categories,
as well as for social interaction, as is described in more detail in the next section.
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All homes and businesses in the network are assigned (x, y) coordinates uniformly at
random, and at all points during a simulation each agent is at one of those locations.
As this project focuses on developing knowledge and strategies from the agents’
perspective, the agents have access to a menu of actions at each time step. Our
agents have three motivations they must satisfy over time: the drive for necessities,
the drive for services, and the drive for social interaction. At any given point in time,
agents will assess their current condition and act accordingly. They can choose to
visit a necessity or service business, which satisfies that drive temporarily, or they
can choose to attempt to visit with a friend, potentially temporarily satisfying their
drive for social interaction. Whenever an agent chooses to visit a business, they first
find the nearest business of that type to their current location (the (x, y) coordinate
of the building they currently occupy) as measured by simple Euclidean distance, and
then move to that location.
If the agent instead decides to pursue a social interaction, it enters a list, V ′, of
candidates for socialization. Once all agents desiring a social interaction are marked,
we extract the subgraph G′ of our original social layer to determine which candidates
are connected to each other in social space. We assume, for now, that each social
interaction is between an individual and another individual. An optimal matching
algorithm to pair interacting agents up would introduce too much computational
burden to the process for now, so we utilize a randomized method for deciding in-
teraction partners. We initialize a list to store pairs of interacting agents, and then
iterate through the edges of G′ to decide partners. We repeatedly select an edge at
random from E ′, and add its incident nodes to the list. When a pair is added, all
edges remaining in E ′ that are incident on one of the two nodes are removed so that
neither of those nodes can be chosen again. This process continues until E ′ is empty.
Any remaining unmatched nodes are unsuccessful in their action, and return to their
home location. For each pair of interacting nodes, one of their home locations is
chosen at random for their interaction, and they both update their locations to the
selected home. The final action available to agents is NOP, in which case they simply
return home until the next time step.
In addition to the decision of what drive (if any) to satisfy at a given time step,
agents are also aware of the pandemic progressing through the network, and must
actively try to avoid becoming infected. Agents are motivated to have interactions
with others despite the disease condition, but they can still opt to take precautionary
measures before those interactions happen. When an agent chooses its destination
for the current time step, it may also decide whether or not to wear a mask. This
decision ultimately affects the agent’s probability of becoming infected if they decide
to go somewhere that other agents will be as well.
Once all agents have updated their location based on their action choice, and
decided whether to take self-protective measures, the interaction (and thus disease
transmission) takes place. For each location in the physical layer that is occupied
by at least two agents, all pairs of agents therein have a single interaction with one
another. Agent states are updated probabilistically depending on their respective
health conditions and masking status.
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4.3.3 Economic Mechanics
Agents in our model are wary of the status of the disease throughout any simulation,
but they still have needs that must be met nonetheless. In Section 4.3.2 we introduced
agent actions, and described an environment in which agents can choose to visit one
of two types of businesses, or pursue a social interaction at home with a friend.
The motivation to satisfy these needs is modeled in three different demand curves:
Dnec, Dserv, and Dsoc.
These three curves are defined as functions based around a simple sigmoid curve.
This is in order to place restrictions on our agents’ reward possibilities under control
conditions. That is, in the case where there is no pandemic and agents are only
concerned with pursuing their needs, we decided the minimum possible reward an
agent could obtain was zero. By limiting the possible values of the demand functions
between zero and one, we are also able to restrict the possible reward values agents
can obtain, as described below. In experimental conditions, becoming infected is the
source of additional negative reward for the purposes of training.
The three categories of needs are distinguished from each other in the agents’
eyes by the nature of their attendant demand curves. Necessities — things like
groceries and medicine — are basic to survival and run out regularly, so their demand
curve must increase quickly. The need for social interaction is a strong one, but
not as fundamentally mandatory as the necessities, and so its demand curve should
increase more slowly. Finally, the need for services like dentist’s appointments, trips
to the DMV, etc. also arises periodically, but tends to be much rarer than the other
categories and easier to handle relatively flexibly; therefore, its demand curve is the
slowest to increase. Given this intuition, we can begin by defining the fundamental
sigmoid function of our demand curve.




The notation S∗ here means “The sigmoid function associated with category *,”
and * is one of our defined demand categories: necessities, services, or social inter-
action. The standard version of this equation has κ = 1, δ = 0, which produces a
curve that becomes arbitrarily close to 0 as x → −∞, and arbitrarily close to 1 as
x → ∞. In this scenario, x is the number of time steps that have elapsed since the
agent last satisfied the relevant demand. The curve hits its mean value 0.5 at x = 0.
In defining the specific demand curves, we needed to reflect two things: that demands
for different needs grow at different rates, and that a ‘critical point’ of demand for
different categories will come at different times. That is, a person may need groceries
once a week, but could wait as long as two if needed, whereas they may need to see
the doctor every three months, but could go as long as six before they could wait
no longer. The two additional parameters, κ and δ, deliver these two effects. κ is a
scalar determining by how much the sigmoid will be stretched or compressed. Setting
κ = 2 will cause S to progress from 0 to 1 twice as slowly, and setting κ = 0.5 will
cause it to move twice as fast. The parameter δ sets the point at which S reaches a
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value of 0.5. Setting the inflection point in this way allows us to control the exact
amount of time it takes for the demand for a particular need to cross the 50% mark.
Using these additional parameters, we defined the three demand curves with δ =
10. To enforce the condition that Dnec > Dserv > Dsoc, we set κnec = 0.5, κsoc =
1, κserv = 2. Parameterizing the curves in this way, we defined the demand for
services to increase at half the rate of the demand for social interaction, and the
demand for necessities to increase at twice the rate. Each agent maintains a vector
Λi = 〈λi,nec(t), λi,serv(t), λi,soc(t)〉 describing how many steps it has been since the last
time the agent satisfied each need. These λ values are used as input to the demand
curves.
The demand functions themselves are components of agents’ personal reward func-
tions. In order to make these demands the basis of an agent’s satisfaction, we define
the basic agent reward function as 3 minus the sum of demands. In this way, agents
who have just satisfied all their needs will have a maximum reward of 3, and agents
who have let all their needs lag long enough with have a reward of approximately 0.
Of course, agents can only take one action per time step, so the true maximum reward
an agent can achieve is slightly lower. In order to reflect real-world incentives, there
are two other components to agent reward functions: the cost of becoming infected,
and the cost of wearing a mask. In our model, each of these is a scalar parameter. In
general, we chose to use the values 0, 10, and 100 as the costs of becoming infected
to illustrate the disparate effects imposed by different perceptions of the magnitude
of long-term cost. However, self-protective measures such as wearing masks also have
a cost. In our model, our cost-of-masking parameter must fall between 0 and 1, and
is used to scale down an agent’s reward when wearing a mask. In our tests, we set
this parameter to 0.75, making a masked agent’s reward one quarter less than an
otherwise identical unmasked agent. Ultimately, this leads to the definition of our





where ωi is the masking parameter (equal to 1 if there is no cost of masking), and
ιi is the cost of becoming infected. Conceptually, our reward function is meant to
incentivize agents to pursue their needs in a careful way so as to avoid becoming
infected.
4.4 Preliminary Experimental Work
This project is intended to involve using reinforcement learning to develop policies
that are individually advantageous for agents, and to study the implications on various
learned policies on trajectories both for the pandemic itself and the health state of
the network as well as the economy as a whole. Multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) is a powerful tool for modeling individuals’ reactions to economic, health,
and personal stimuli, and that the goal of the work described in this chapter is to
provide a model suitable for learning good policies for agents in such settings. Our
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reinforcement learning work is ongoing, but we do have a small number of results
without learning involved that begin to uncover the workings of our system.
First, we look at cumulative agent reward over time. The ability of agents to
act in a self-satisfactory way over time is key, and in this instance reducing the flow
of the disease is in all agents’ personal interest as well as the interest of system as
an aggregated entity. For the following results, we have varied two parameters: the
value of ι, or the personal cost of becoming infected, and the policy used to determine
agent actions. As mentioned previously, the possible values for ι we used were 0, 10,
and 100. Further into this project policies will be developed by neural network, but
in these test cases we have three hand-crafted policies. The first policy, ‘control1’,
has agents attempt to satisfy a need that has a current demand of 15% or greater.
The drive for necessities is checked first, then social interaction, then services. If
no motivations need to be satisfied, then the agent choose NOP. This is the most
selfish policy, as it has agents only pursuing their own needs regardless of the danger
to others in the network. The policy ‘control2’ is the same as previously, but this
policy requires agents to wear a mask if infection rates become too high (in this
experiment, 3% is the threshold for “too high”). We use a simplified version of the
mask-aware transition model illustrated in Figure 4.1 in which PE00 = PE01 = .03, and
PE10 = PE11 = .01. This system emulates the possible situation in which wearing a
mask is the factor that makes one less likely to contract the disease after coming into
contact with an infected person, rather than delving too far into the asymmetrical
implications of mask-wearing. Here, a person wearing a mask is significantly less likely
to become infected than a person not wearing one. We used the probability .03 of
becoming infected without wearing a mask according to [78], and for the purposes of
these tests set the probability of becoming infected with a mask to be .01 to introduce
a significant difference between the two conditions.
The following results establish a useful baseline for the performance of the net-
work. First, we must address the flow of the pandemic in terms of the proportion of
the network in states ‘S,’ ‘E,’ and ‘I’ over time. Figure 4.2 shows that, in general, the
first and second policies compare as expected. That is, since the first policy pays no
heed to the progression of the disease, it performs the worst by maintaining the high-
est percentage of infected and exposed agents over time. The second policy, which
involves agents running their errands as normal but with self-protective measures in
place once the risk of becoming infected crosses a threshold, leads to a lower percent-
age of infected and exposed individuals over time, regardless of the cost of becoming
infected. As this does become more costly, we generally observe the overall infection
rate of the network to stabilize at a lower level. With or without masks, though,
these tests showed the infection becoming endemic under all settings so far, never
eradicating it altogether. When a proxy for social distancing is also implemented in
tandem with masking considerations, it is much more successful at eliminating the
disease. These tests are of course basic and simply meant to illustrate the baseline
performance of the model as it currently stands. However, given that the other con-
ditions exhibited such predictable behavior with our assumptions, it is interesting to
note the relative magnitude of the effect of postponing necessities, even for a short
while.
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Figure 4.2: Sizes of S, E, and I Subpopulations Over Time
Next we look at the reward acquisition performance of our agents. Figure 4.3
shows a box plot representation of the average cumulative reward earned by agents
over simulations of 500 time steps. The three panels in the figure illustrate results
from the three hand-crafted policies we described. Each box in the plots shows the
distribution of average cumulative rewards over agents for 100 separate instances of
the simulation. Most of the results we observed were intuitive. Clearly, when no
punishment is administered for becoming sick, agents are able to do the best. As
we saw in Figure 4.2, the term “best” here does not refer to the health state of
the network. These reward figures are decreased as the cost of infection grows, but
the extent of this effect is dependent on the policy used. Under ‘control1,’ higher
punishments lead to the deepest descent of average cumulative reward among agents,
showing that blinkered and self-interested behavior is neither good for the network
as a whole or the individual agents therein.
Using policy ‘control2,’ however, this aggregate suffering is decreased dramatically.
The introduction of conditional wearing of masks helped to stem the flow of negative
consequences on an agent-by-agent basis, and to improve the roughly stable long-
term health status of the network somewhat as well. In addition to softening the
worst potential blows to agent rewards, the case of zero infection cost improved
the overall network health state slightly in comparison to the ‘control1’ counterpart
and detracted from agent reward only slightly. Finally under ‘control3,’ the average
reward distribution remained tight and did not suffer much under any cost of infection.
The trade-off evident when comparing the first to the third policy is that of propensity
for risk versus reward. Using the first policy, the health state of the network suffers
the most over time, but agents can achieve the highest reward depending on the cost
of infection. Under the third policy, the disease is much easier to eradicate, but agents
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Figure 4.3: Rewards
are locked in to a very defined and meager level of reward, at the price of running
virtually no risk for experiencing a devastating punishment.
We have introduced the two most salient features of these simulations: the network
health state over time, and the reward acquisition capabilities of individual agents
under different parameter settings. The final aspect of these baseline tests is how these
policies affect agents’ actions. To explore this, we looked at the average number of
steps since each drive was satisfied across time and under different conditions.
As would be expected, the policy ‘control1’ keeps the number of steps since an
agent has satisfied each of its needs restricted, as there is no inhibition against an
agent doing what it wants. More surprisingly, though, is that this general trend seems
relatively unaffected by policy or by the magnitude of the cost of becoming infected —
that is, regardless of the policy in use, agents on average take the same amount of time
to satisfy each of their needs. In this testing environment, that is understandable due
to the fact that an agent’s reward has no influence over the qualitative performance of
our three policies. In a reinforcement learning environment, it is reasonable to expect
that this parameter will have a far more significant effect. Figure 4.4 illustrates the
average number of steps since agents satisfied each of their needs across time. Each
plot features 300 lines: one for each need for each of 100 simulations. Green lines
correspond to necessities, yellow to services, and blue to social interactions.
These results illustrate that the three policies of increasing awareness of the pan-
demic lead to roughly equivalent agent behavior. That is, in all instances agents are
able to satisfy their needs roughly when they choose to, and there is not much dis-
ruption to their typical routines. In the case of ‘control3,’ this result is likely due to
the fact that the pandemic was eliminated under our conditions, thus freeing agents
to act without the need to modify their behavior. Further, these results appear to
show that our system for facilitating socialization among agents, though simple, still
allows for a fluid socialization turnover, which indicates that this aspect of the system
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Figure 4.4: Average Number of Steps to Satisfy Needs Over Time
does not introduce any undue exogenous effects that may muddy the usefulness of
future results.
In all, we believe that these early tests show that our system will be effective
in emulating various pandemic conditions, and can be expanded further to provide
mechanics for more detailed models. Our work in the immediate future involves
replacing our three hard-coded policies with two neural networks: one to determine
an agent’s action choice, and the other to determine whether an agent will wear a
mask or not during any given interaction. Much of the infrastructure needed for
this work is already implemented, and we are currently in the process of refining the
neural networks to learn as effectively as possible under control conditions. Once
these networks are able to meet or exceed the performance of a basic hand-crafted
policy when no pandemic is present, we will train the models under various pandemic
conditions. The goal of this work is to examine the most effective policies learned by
agents under different assumptions, and use that analysis to develop locally-focused
response recommendations that could alleviate the need for more sweeping, top-down
style interventions.
4.5 Summary
Our work developing our software’s pandemic simulation capabilities, as well as re-
search into large- and small-scale response policies to combat the spread of a disease,
are ongoing efforts and comprise a significant portion of my research plan for the com-
ing months. In this chapter, we have presented the mechanics already implemented
in this direction as well as some performance data to illustrate the functionality of
our system as it is right now.
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To facilitate this research, we built several new pieces into the suite. Agents can
now be designated a position in 2D space; a new layer can be included in networks to
represent homes and businesses, and agents can move between them. Our platform
supports four related disease transmission models that are overwhelmingly the most
common in the relevant literature. The design of this feature provides functionality to
simulate self-protective measures taken by agents, and the effects of these measures
on transmission probabilities can be asymmetrical. We also outfitted agents with
economic and social needs that must be met over time. Agents can be given a policy
determining how they choose to pursue these needs, which in our current platform
is related to the time since each need was met and the prevalence of the disease
throughout the network. We have also built a preliminary reinforcement learning
framework that will serve as the decision-making mechanism for agents in our research
moving forward.
To validate the current system we ran a number of tests under different conditions:
all combinations of three different costs of becoming infected, and three hand-crafted
policies of increasing self-protective measures including wearing a mask to decrease
(but not eliminate) the probability of becoming infected during an interaction, and
choosing to wait until a later time to satisfy a need if the infection rates are too high.
Results from these tests show that a) the system does behave predictably with respect
to the diffusion of the disease, and various self-protection policies do have cumulative
effects on the pandemic, even going so far as to stamp it out in one set of instances;
b) agents’ average cumulative reward tends to be higher under more self-restrained
policies, meaning that under our conditions a purely selfish agent has significant
incentives to modify their behavior according to the pandemic to maximize their own
return; and c) even higher levels of self-restraint exercises exercised by an agent do
not greatly hinder an agent’s typical behavior it would exhibit under non-pandemic
conditions.
Copyright© Patrick Vaden Shepherd, 2021.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
This document details three aspects of our work: a software system designed to pro-
vide a more abstract interface for implementing a social network diffusion experiment,
thus alleviating some cognitive burden, while providing avenues for greater manual
control at the same time; a body of ongoing research into the emergent characteristics
of networks composed of agents embedded in different areas of homophily/conformity
space, which determines the preferences and opinion trajectories of agents in an opin-
ion diffusion process (ODP); and our more recently designed extension to the software
expanding its capabilities into the realm of pandemic simulation, as well as incorpo-
rating physical proximity and economic motivation modeling.
Our software augments the capabilities of currently available packages by incor-
porating parts that can emulate a wide variety of experimental contexts, and the
inclusion of other special-purpose packages to broaden our scope of application is an
ongoing effort. In particular, we built a platform on top of the well-known NetworkX
package to support strategic opinion revelation experiments. We designed the soft-
ware to abstract away many aspects of the underlying library for ease of use, and
to allow for a mix-and-match approach of parameter settings that can emulate a
number of different conditions including majority voting, threshold models, stubborn
agents, public and private opinions, and more. With this tool, we also implemented a
command line interface that guides the user through the process of network creation
and can run simulations itself, as well as a debugging utility allowing the user to
monitor a large number of network metrics and features as they progress a simula-
tion step-by-step. Especially in cases where mathematical analysis is elusive, such as
those in highly stochastic domains, this feature can be invaluable in examining the
origin of emergent behaviors. This platform also incorporates real-time animation of
the network as it progresses. This feature will be the subject of further work in the
future, as few programs allow for any animation at all, and we wish to provide a new
visualization tool with applications in a wide variety of areas.
The first and major work we have carried out with our software is an exploration of
opinion diffusion processes with multiple agent types that sometimes have competing
or misaligned values and opinion trajectories. Most research in this area focuses on
agents that are both homophilic and conforming; that is, they prefer their friends to
have similar opinions to their own, and over time their own opinions gravitate towards
the majority opinion. A few works have begun to explore outside this environment
over the last two decades, including work that has agents prefer dissimilarity to
similarity as in [55], and work that examines specific cases with contrarians who move
away from the majority opinion, especially popularized by Galam [34, 70]. Another
branch of such research based on the bounded confidence model of opinion diffusion
implements an attractive-repulsive regime in which agents grow closer to others they
are already near, and farther from those who are already far away [51]. To our
knowledge, no work yet has investigated the entire spectrum of agent models within
this space, and none has examined an agent model featuring a non-monotonic reward
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or preference function; in general, all agents either strictly prefer more similarity to
less or vice versa.
Presented in Chapter 3 are the first major body of results from a broader inves-
tigation. We defined six agent models along the axes of homophily and conformity,
and ran classical opinion diffusion simulations on them under different conditions, all
involving dynamic network topologies — that is, agents were allowed to create and
destroy connections over time based on their preferences. First, we created networks
comprising agents of a single type and saw that in general, agents’ tendency to gravi-
tate toward or away from the majority opinion in their neighborhood was the driving
factor in the overall opinion dynamics of the network, regardless of reward function.
Conforming agents, or those who move toward the majority, always came to a com-
plete consensus on each topic presented within a very short period of time. Rebelling
agents, on the other hand, fell nearly immediately into an oscillating consensus pat-
tern in which every agent in the network adopts the opposite opinion vector of its
current one at each step. This effect persisted regardless of the network’s relative
probabilities of creating or destroying edges; a network with 10% chance of creating a
new candidate edge and a 90% chance of destroying one once requested produced the
same long-term opinion trajectory as was observed in networks with 50% chance of
both creation and deletion. When looking at the density over time of these networks,
another pattern became apparent. Much like the conformity dimension determines
the evolution of opinions, the homophily dimension appears to have the most dra-
matic effect over network density. Agents that were homophilic tended to produce
maximally dense networks, regardless of the agents’ position along the conformity
axis. Other agents seemed more restricted; their networks would tend to hollow out
and become relatively sparse except in cases where the probability of creating an edge
significantly outstripped the probability of destroying one. Interestingly, the one type
of agent that often organized itself into networks of roughly 50% density were those
who were rebelling but preferred an even split between agreement and disagreement
among their neighbors.
In addition to these single-type networks, we examined all possible pairings of
our six agent types. Perhaps the most expected of our results was that, similar
to the single-type cases, whenever any two agent types from the same side of the
conformity axis were paired together, their opinion evolution behaved the same as
when each agent type was in its own network. That is, pairs of conforming types
always produced a solid consensus, and pairs of rebelling types always oscillated
between opposite consensus positions. Other mixes of agents produced far different
results. There were cases in which agents of each type exhibited their same behavior
as when they were in networks only of their own type, such as when one type would
consolidate on a single opinion vector and the other type would oscillate between two.
We also saw instances in which an oscillating type was able to significantly disrupt
the consensus-forming behavior of the other type. There were instances in which
agents kept each opinion perfectly balanced — half of the agents had opinion 1 and
the other half had opinion -1 — such as the case with both agent types preferring
an even split of opinions among their friends. In addition, we observed that some
agent types are significantly more susceptible to the behavior and opinions of those
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around them than are other types, such as the Explorer type that conforms to those
around it, yet prefers a neighborhood with opinions other than its own. These results
begin to uncover some of the deeper dynamics occurring in a typical opinion diffusion
space.
Besides opinion profiles over time, we also looked at the performance of different
agent types with respect to their own reward functions, their degree centrality, and
their clustering coefficients. On average, homophilic agents tend to collect more
reward than other agent types, regardless of their opinion mobility. Other agent
types’ reward-seeking capabilities appear highly dependent on both the goals of the
other agents in the network and the tendency toward saturation (or lack thereof) in
the network.
In terms of centrality, again we observed that homophilic agents become more cen-
tral than other agent types over time regardless of how they update their opinions.
Other agent types, particularly Explorers, tended to become noticeably disconnected
except in certain cases. This effect becomes less pronounced as the balance between
connection and disconnection probabilities becomes more even, but it is interesting
that this type’s performance in so many areas appears exceptionally dependent on the
environment. Finally, our observation of clustering coefficients over time reinforced
some patterns already seen, and introduced a few interesting cases as well. Again,
homophilic agents score the highest of the different types on this metric, meaning
that they tend to form more saturated neighborhoods than other types. Most of
the other experiments showed that other agent types do not tend to cluster heav-
ily. Interestingly, when the network’s tendency toward saturation is low, Explorers’
neighborhoods were more tightly clustered than Rebels Without a Cause, or agents
that prefer dissimilarity monotonically and move away from the majority opinion of
their neighborhoods. The latter agent type, in the same set of experiments, had a
noticeably higher degree centrality, which speaks to more involved underlying effects
playing out across the network.
In our final branch of work, we began extending our software to accommodate
the modeling of pandemics with agent-centric focus in mind. In particular, we have
expanded our framework to support a general pandemic process over a network with
businesses of different categories where agents can physically interact, in which agents
have economic and social motivations. Further, agents are able to voluntarily adopt
self-protective measures to alter their personal probability of becoming infected. Our
early tests demonstrate that the system functions as intended under control conditions
— i.e., a basic pandemic simulation with no economic context — and that some
common sense hand-crafted policies governing how agents pursue their needs show
patterns that will be useful in our ongoing work in this area. Given the current global
situation, there has been a great deal of work investigating the best top-down policies
for responding to a pandemic. Very little work as yet investigates this problem from
a bottom-up perspective.
Our tests show that adopting self-protective measures and delaying gratification of
various needs, even in a mild fashion, can have a dramatic impact on the progression
of the disease. We believe this is a fruitful direction of research, as the discovery
and development of pandemic responses that not only have the best public health
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outcomes, but also cause the least disruption possible to people’s everyday lives and
interactions, could be valuable resources moving into the future. We hope that in
the years to come, these policies can be refined on both the top-down and bottom-
up levels so that both approaches can be employed together to encourage the best
outcomes for nations as a whole and the individual communities that comprise them.
Copyright© Patrick Vaden Shepherd, 2021.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Definitions and Notation
This chapter provides a complete list of notation used in this document, as well as a
glossary of important technical terms and concepts relevant to the work. Each term
to be defined is found in bold at the beginning of its entry. Within the definition,
any italicized words also have entries within the glossary.
* * * * *
edge: An element of the edge set E in the graph G = 〈V,E〉. An edge is most often
represented as a tuple (u, v), where u and v are vertices in the set V .
graph: A mathematical object comprising a set of vertices/nodes representing in-
dividual entities and a set of edges/links representing a set of connections between
them. Used interchangeably with network. A graph G is typically seen defined as




opinion diffusion process: A process by which individual agents update their per-
sonal opinion over time according to a prescribed update rule. These rules universally
involve the acting agent viewing the opinions of one or more agents in the network
and then updating its own opinion as a reflection of the newly learned information.
SIR model: A commonly used pandemic transmission model in which an agent can
be in one of three states at any time: susceptible (can be infected), infected (cur-
rently suffering from the symptomatic phase of the disease), or recovered (no longer
infected, and cannot be infected again). Often, this model also includes a fourth
state, Exposed, signifying that an agent is infected but asymptomatic; this variant is
called the SEIR model. Other variants of this model return agents to the susceptible
state after the infected state, rather than to the recovered state (SIS, SEIS). There
are many additional variants of this basic model that incorporate new states such
as Exposed (especially valuable for modeling a disease that has an asymptomatic
period), Quarantined, Hospitalized, Vaccinated, and Dead.
update rule: A mathematical rule by which an agent views the opinions of one or
more other agents and modifies its own opinion accordingly.
vertex: An individual entity within a graph. These represent anything that can be
connected by edges — e.g., in a social network, the vertices are people and the edges
are friend connections, whereas in a computer network, the vertices would be the
machines themselves and the edges would be physical links between them.
Copyright© Patrick Vaden Shepherd, 2021.
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Appendix B: Software Reference
This section provides a detailed overview of the SocialNetwork base class and each
of its methods, as well as a complete guide to commands currently supported by the
CLI and debugger.
SocialNetwork Class Members
• self. properties (dict): A dictionary of named properties.
• self. graph (Networkx graph object): An object of one of the Networkx base




– props : A dict object mapping property names onto their values. There
are several expected properties, but this argument can be used to load any
named property into the network.
• log(message):
– message: a string to be printed to the screen and saved to a local log file.
• build(): Takes the property dictionary (either provided in the constructor or
filled with default values), and constructs all network features accordingly.
Called in the constructor unless a file name is provided in the property dic-
tionary.
• read(filename):
– filename: An input XML file written by the function save().
Constructs a network from the contents of filename.
• save(filename):
– filename: The name of the output file to be written. Must end in ‘.xml’,
otherwise the extension is added to the filename automatically.
Saves a network to filename.
• validate input(props):
– props : The property dictionary either provided in the constructor or built
from default values.
Checks props for all standard entries, e.g., topology, directedness, etc., filling in




– topology : A string representing the edge generation algorithm to be used.
Currently supported arguments: ‘scale free’, ‘sf’, ‘SF’, ‘small world’, ‘sw’,
‘SW’, ‘random’, ‘er’, ‘ER’, ‘star’, ‘ring’, ‘complete’, and ‘’ (which con-
structs a graph with no edges).
Calls the relevant Networkx edge generation algorithm with the relevant pa-
rameters, and ensures that the desired properties of symmetry and directedness
are enforced.
• generate edge weight(): Generates and returns a single edge weight according to
the desired properties. If weights have been set to a constant, then that number
is returned. Otherwise, a random number from either a uniform distribution or
a Gaussian distribution with specified (or defualt) mean and standard deviation.
Called from initialize edge weights().
• initialize edge weights(): Creates the local raw and normalized weight matri-
ces representing the edges in the network. These can be accessed after net-
work construction, given a SocialNetwork variable called graphName, by graph-
Name. properties[‘weights’] and graphName. properties[‘normalized weights’].
• initialize attribute space(): Creates the local diffusion space representation, a
matrix of size n × k, where n is the number of nodes, and k is the number of
diffusion dimensions defined in the property dictionary, which defaults to 1.
• initialize correlations(): Creates the local representation of interdimensional
correlations between diffusion dimensions. This is a matrix in which all rows
must sum to 1.
• initialize masks(): Creates the local representation of each node’s personal view
of the rest of the neighborhood. By default, all nodes can see any of their
neighbors’ true diffusion values. Otherwise, a network can be defined such that
no node is able to see any other node’s values, or that the visibility of any node’s
values to any of its neighbors is decided via coin flip.
• initialize resistance(): Creates the vector of resistance values for the nodes in
the network. Through the property dictionary, these values can be set to a
constant, or they can be distributed uniformly at random or drawn from a
Gaussian distribution with defined or default mean and standard deviation.
• mix network(): Distributes agent types randomly to all nodes in the network
according to the distribution defined by the user. These can be accessed
at any time after graph construction through graphName. properties[‘types’].
Additionally, this function constructs a dictionary accessible through graph-
Name. properties[‘indexes by type’], in which keys are agent type names and
the value at any key is the list of agent indexes of that type.
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• get neighbors(node):
– node: The index of the agent whose neighbors are desired.
Collects all nodes that have an edge travelling from themselves to node. This
provides an abstraction above the Networkx that automatically accounts for
the directedness and symmetry of the network.
• update weight column(node):
– node: The index of the agent whose incoming edge weights need to be
modified.
The values in each row of the normalized weight matrix depend on the number
of neighbors of the corresponding agent. For example, for an agent with three
friends, each friend’s influence over the current state of the agent is weighted
at 25 if the agent only has two friends, then each influence is weighted at
33%. This function updates the relevant normalized weights corresponding to
an agent that has acquired or lost an incident edge.
• get local average(node, weighted=False):
– node: The index of the agent whose incoming edge weights need to be
modified.
– weighted : An optional boolean determining whether neighboring values
will be considered equal when updating the attribute space or not.
Returns the local average diffusion vector in the neighborhood of node according
to Equation 2.1, either weighted or unweighted.
• get global average(t=None):
– t : An optional argument that should be a string representing an agent
type when defined.
Returns the network average diffusion vector according to Equation 2.2. If the
keyword argument t is defined, the function returns the average attribute vector
over all agents in the network of the specified type. These types must be defined
in the initial property dictionary.
• get reward for neighbor(node, neighbor):
– node: The index of the agent to calculate reward for.
– neighbor : The index of node’s neighbor to be assessed for reward.
Returns a float representing the reward node gets from neighbor. Depends on
the position in homophily space of node and neighbor, the agent type of node,
and the diffusion dimensions revealed from neighbor to node.
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• get reward for node(node):
– node: The index of the agent to calculate reward for.
Calculates the average reward node gets from its neighbors. This is implemented
as a simple arithmetic average of neighbor-specific rewards, retrieved by calling
graphName.get reward for neighbor().
• reward(t=None):
– t : An optional argument that should be a string representing an agent
type when defined.
Returns a dictionary of reward values. If t is not defined, a dictionary with an
entry for every node is returned; if t names an agent type, then only agents of
that type are included.
• disconnect(node, neighbor):
– node: The index of the first agent to be disconnected.
– neighbor : The index of the second agent to be disconnected.
Removes all data remnants relevant to the edge between node and neighbor. If
the graph is directed there are edges travelling both directions between node
and neighbor, then both edges are removed.
• connect(node, neighbor):
– node: The index of the first agent to be disconnected.
– neighbor : The index of the second agent to be disconnected.
Creates an edge between node and neighbor, and handles all underlying me-
chanics to fit in with the current style of network. If the graph is directed and
intended to be symmetric, then an edge from neighbor to node is also created.
All relevant masks are updated during this process, based on the initialization
properties defined when the network was created.
• reveal(node, neighbor, dimension):
– node: The index of the agent revealing.
– neighbor : The index of the agent being revealed to.
– dimension: The index of the diffusion dimension for node to reveal to
neighbor.
Reveals node’s feature value in dimension dimension to neighbor. From the
time this function is called, neighbor will always know the most current feature
value (i.e. node does not have to reveal again to neighbor if its feature values
change over time) until a matching call to hide is made.
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• hide(node, neighbor, dimension):
– node: The index of the agent hiding a value.
– neighbor : The index of the agent being hidden from.
– dimension: The index of the diffusion dimension for node to hide from
neighbor.
Hides node’s feature value in dimension dimension from neighbor. This value
will stay hidden until a matching call to reveal is made.
• update attributes(rule=’default’)
– rule: A string representing the method to be used when updating the
attribute space.
Updates the entire attribute space according to rule. When left at ‘default’,
these updates are carried out as described in Section 2.5.
• step(): Carries out a single time step of a simulation. This function is a wrapper
for any activities that need to go on during each time step. The function calls
update attribute space(), then act(), and finally network effects().
• act(): This function iterates through each node in the network and allows it
to act according to its own rules. In the event of a dynamic network, this
function automatically attempts to sever any edge that does not provide at
least a minimum amount of reward to at least one of its incident nodes.
• network effects(): This function is designed to handle any residual effects to take
place throughout the network. Currently, it is outfitted to provide a random
selection of five new edges to be added probabilistically to the network for each
node.
• animate(update pos, colors, node outlines, node size, num plots, plot metrics):
– update pos : A boolean determining whether a fresh set of layout coordi-
nates for nodes will be calculated at each time step.
– colors : a dictionary with user-defined agent types as keys and strings
representing matplotlib-compatible colors as values.
– node outlines : A string determining which (binary) named node attribute
will trigger an outline to be drawn around the node.
– node size: A string determining which (numerical) named node attribute
will be used to determine node sizes.
– num plots : An integer from 1 to 3 determining how many separate subplots
will be animated at once.
– plot metrics : A list of strings num plots entries long describing the metrics
to be plotted together.
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Brings up a plot displaying the current state of the network, up to two plots
displaying the values of user-specified metrics, or any combination of these.
Plots update in real time.
• get networkx metric(metric, t=None):
– metric: A string representing the metric to be retrieved. Currently sup-
ported values are: degree, closeness, betweenness, clustering, eigenvector,
and dispersion.
– t : An optional argument that should be a string representing an agent
type when defined.
Calls the underlying metric collector function on the NetworkX graph object,
and returns its return value. For most metrics, this is a dictionary with agent
indices as keys, and their respective values for that metric as values. If t is
defined, return values are restricted to only nodes of the specified type.
• density(): Returns the current density of the network, defined as the number
of edges divided by the maximum possible number of edges.
• type assortativity(): Calls the NetworkX function attribute assortativity coefficient()
on the underlying graph, using agent types as the attribute of interest. Returns
a float.
• attr assortativity(): Calls the NetworkX function attribute assortativity coefficient()
on the underlying graph, using agent feature vectors as the attribute of interest.
Returns a float.
• debug(): Begins the debugger utility.
SocialNetwork Class Debug Method Commands
Complete list of currently supported commands for the debug method of the
SocialNetwork class. Commands that admit an optional node list as arguments,
unless otherwise specified, only report output values for nodes that are listed. If no
node list is provided, values for all nodes are printed.
• help: Display a list of commands.
• set type <node><type name>: Set the type of node to type name, if that type
was defined as valid for the current SocialNetwork object.
• set resistance <value>: Set the resistance value of all nodes in the network to
value.
• set resistance <node><value>: Set the resistance value of node to value.
• set resistance <type><value>: Set the resistance value of all nodes of type type
to value.
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• set attr <node><dimension><value>: Set the feature value of node in dimen-
sion dimension to value. WARNING: there are no bounds checks for values, so
providing an invalid input for value may cause errors.
• set <property name><value>: Set the value of an already defined property to
value. This operation will attempt to retain the data type of the value being
replaced.
• show attribute space <node list (optional)>: Display the network’s current true
feature space.
• show neighbors <node list (optional)>: Display the list of current neighbors for
each node listed in the arguments.
• show types <node list (optional)>: Display type information for nodes.
• show resistance <node list (optional)>: Display resistance values for nodes.
• show weights <node list (optional)>: Display raw weights associated with each
edge incident on each node listed in the arguments.
• show normalized weights <node list (optional)>: Same as show weights, but the
reported weights are normalized as described in 2.5.
• show masks <node list (optional)>: Displays each listed node’s view of each of
its neighbors’ feature values.
• show reward <node><list of neighbors (optional)>: Display reward values got-
ten by node from each neighbor listed. If no neighbor list is provided, all
neighbors’ reward values are reported.
• show properties : Display a list of named properties associated with the Social-
Network object.
• show density : Display the current density of the network.
• show global average: Display the average feature vector across all nodes in the
network.
• show local average <node list (optional)>: Display the average feature vector
only within the neighborhood of node.
• show type average <type list >: Display the average feature vector across all
nodes in the network of each listed type. Type averages are reported separately.
• show type degree <type list>: Display the average degree across each listed type.
• show type reward <type list>: Display the average reward across each listed
type.
• show degree <node list (optional)>: Display degrees for nodes in the network.
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• show friend dist <node list (optional)>: Displays the distribution of types
across a given node’s friends. For each node in the node list, the number
of friends of each type is reported.
• show aliases : Display a list of all user-defined aliases for network properties or
command names.
• show <property name>: Show the value of property name if it is defined.
• connect <node1><node2>: Create a new edge from node1 to node2. If the
graph is both directed and symmetric, a matching edge from node2 to node1 is
also created.
• disconnect <node1><node2>: Destroy the edge from node1 to node2. If the
graph is both directed and symmetric, the matching edge from node2 to node1
is also destroyed.
• hide <node1><dimension><node2>: Change node2 ’s view of node1 ’s feature
value in dimension to 0.
• rename <property/command name><new name>: Rename either a network
property or a debugging command to new name.
• reveal <node1><dimension><node2>: Change node2 ’s view of node1 ’s feature
value in dimension is changed to the true value.
• save <filename>: Write the current SocialNetwork object to disk under the
name filename.
• step <number of steps (optional)>: Progress the network by the specified num-
ber of time steps according to the update rules currently in place. If no number
of steps is specified, the simulation runs for a single step.
• q : Stop the debugging utility and continue running the script from which it was
called.
CLI Commands
• config <file name>: Begin the guided process of creating a configuration file
named file name. The interface will elicit property values from the user, prompt-
ing them with valid options when necessary, and save the appropriate configu-
ration file for use with the create command.
• create <graph name><file name>: Create a new SocialNetwork object from
file name and store it in a local variable called graph name. The input file can
be either a configuration file stored in the config folder, or an XML file stored
in the graphs folder.
• delete <variable list>: Delete all currently stored local variables specified as
arguments.
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• display <graph name>: Display a visual plot of the nodes and edges in the
specified graph.
• display <graph name><node>: Display a visual plot of the nodes and edges in
the neighborhood of node in the specified graph.
• erase all : Erase all files from all local directories associated with the CLI.
• erase <folder name>: Erase all files in the specified folder.
• help: Display a list of admissible commands.
• list <folder name>: Display all files in the specified folder relevant to the
program. Admissible folder names are: scripts, config, graphs, and figures.
• record <file name>: Begin recording all user commands and saving them to file
name in the scripts folder. This series of commands can be played back later.
• reset : Delete all currently stored local variables.
• run <file name>: Run the script recorded in file name.
• save <graph name>: Save the currently defined local SocialNetwork variable
to a file of the same name in the graphs folder.
• set <name><data type><value>: Set the value of local variable name to value
with the appropriate data type. If name already exists, overwrite its current
value.
• step <graph name>: Advance graph name by one time step according to the
currently defined update rules.
• vars : Display all currently stored local variables’ names and values.
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